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INTRODUCTION 
Lewin's basic notion that "behavior (B) is a function 
1 
o:f the person (P) and the environment (E)., i.e., B = (P,E) 11 
has provided a model :for the growth and development of the 
two experimental studies dealing with a power concept to be 
presented. In the first, environmental determinants were 
stressed. Initially it was planned to observe the impact 
o:f the possession of a given type o:f power by an authority 
figure upon an underling 1 s perceptions o:f that authority 
figure. When approaching the problem from this point of 
view, the individualized manner in which each perceiver 
might organize his environment and react to it were treated 
as constants in the behavioral equation. As might have 
been anticipated, this lack o:f attentiveness to the ttstate 
of the persontt had its consequences in terms o:f certain 
results that could not be explained adequately on the basis 
o:f situational variables alone. 
As a result o:f observing the deficiencies o:f the 
environmental approach as a complete explanatory scheme, a 
second study designed to reinstate the person to his right-
ful position in the behavioral equation was carried out. 
The subject's amount o:f agreement with his :father's 
l Kurt Lewin, nRegression, Retrogression, and Develop-
ment,u Field Theory in Social Science, p. 97, 19.51. 
-x-
disciplinary procedures as well as the ~ormer's manifest 
inferiority ~eelings were designated as two important 
ustates of the person11 which would ini'luence his reactions to 
authority figures. 
Thus, the first o~ the two studies to be presented 
was focussed upon the environmental aspect of the Lewinian 
2 
~ormula, and the second experiment was primarily concerned 
with the u state o~ the person. tt When both studies are con-
sidered together, it can be seen that it is primarily in 
combination that they represent the most aceuJ:'ate translation 
and application of Lewin•s equation to the rapidly· expanding 
area o~ power research. 
Within the ~allowing chapters, a background discus-
sion of the power concept will be undertaken. This will be 
~allowed by a summary of the experiments from which the two 
present studies have developed. Finally, the two studies 
themselves, with a discussion of their combined meaning, 
will be presented. 
2 
Lewin, loc. £!!• 
-xi-
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CEAPTER I 
A. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION OF THE POWER CONCEPT UD 
PRESENTATION OF BA.CKGROUND FOR TEE PRESENT PROBLEM 
In the present discussion, it is planned to devote 
attention to a concept which has recently been receiving 
rather widespread interest in social psychology--the concept 
o:f l?ower. The term ttpower 11 has become a label for a large 
aggregate of factors which the psychologists have realized 
are too important to ignore. However, the manner in which 
to approach them has never been satisfactorily determined. 
In order to be useful, the power concept must be capable of 
definition, and must be able to serve as an unambiguous and 
important link in a conceptual scheme. 
In an amazingly short time, some major clarifications 
of the power concept have been achieved by interested workers. 
Important contributions have been made by group dynamicists, 
sociologists, and personality theorists. It will be the 
purpose of the present discussion (i) to present and evaluate 
the contributions of these three groups and, (2) to set forth 
some of the recent experiments on power from which the present 
exper~ents originated. 
A. Approaches !£ the Conceptualization £! Power 
1. Contributions of GrOU£ Dynamicists and Sociologists 
In his 1953 address to the Society for the 
2 
3 
Psychologic~l Studies of Social Issues, Cartwright has called 
our attention to Lewin's interest in the power concept. 
4 
Framing his thiEking in topological terms, Lewin proposed 
the following formula for describing the power of one person, 
b, over another, ~: 
Power of b over a = 
a,x 
max 
F 
a,x 
As complex as this formula might appear, it is simply a way 
of stating that the power of one person, b, ONer another, a, 
may be considered to be the maximum force that b can exert 
upon~ toward a given region relative to the ~ount of 
resistance that ~can offer against £'s exertion of force. 
5 
Cartwright has proceeded to point out several of the impli-
cations of this definition. First, the definition implies 
a type of relationship between two social entities. The 
division of power is one way in which the role relationship 
3
norwin Cartwright, Toward a Social Psycholog~ £f 
Groups, p. 18, 1953. -
4Kurt Lewin, Field Theory in Social Science, pp. 305-
338, 1951. 
5cartwright, .212• .£!!., pp. 19-22. 
·------- ----------------'-~-
3 
between two people is structured. Second, the power o~ one 
person over another will have to be speci~ied with regard to 
the particular regions in which it is operative. An individ-
ual's control over another may vary from one situation to 
another. A foreman may have a lot to say about the amount 
his subordinate p:r-oduces, but very little to say about the 
place at which the subordinate chooses to eat his lunch. 
Third, it must be recognized that power refers to potential 
rather than actual use of force. Whether or not a person 
uses his potential appears to be somewhat related to the 
amount of power he possesses, but the relationship is by 
no means an invariant one. Finally, it is important to 
consider not only the power of b over a, but also the power 
of ~ over b. For example, if we take the case of two men who 
workan the same office and belong to the same military 
reserve unit, b may be ~·s boss in the office, whereas in 
the military unit the situation may be reversed and ~may be 
b's superior. Certainly we may be able to understand some of 
a•s and b's office behavior by virtue of knowing the type of 
control that ~ exerts over b outside the office sphere. 
I~ other definitions of })Ower are now examined, it 
is readily apparent that the Lewinian influence has been 
very pronounced. For example, Lippitt, Polansky, Redl, and 
Rosen, who have studied the social influence process in normal 
4 
and disturbed children, define power in the following manner: 
"Social power is (a) the potentiality (b) 
for inducing forces (c) in other persons 
(d) toward ~cting or changing in a given 
direction. no 
In addition to speaking of social power, these authors have 
also been interested in what they call attributed power. 
This refers to a given boy's estimate of the relative 
abilities of other group members 11at getting others to do 
what they want them to don in areas such as sports, and 
doing things independently of adults. 
Other Lewinians have been more abbreviated in their 
7 
definitions of power. Pepitone, for example, refers to 
power simply as abi~ity to control goal achievement.. In one 
8 
case, Hurwitz, Zander, and Hymovitch have done a study in 
which it is difficult to distinguish power conceptually from 
9 
prestige. More recently, however, Hymovi tch has been 
6 Ronald Lippitt, Nor.man Polansky, Fritz Redl, and Sidney 
Rosen, 11 The Dynamics of Power," Human Relations, V, pp. 37-
64, 1952. 
?Albert Pepitone, uMotiva.tional Effects in Social Percep-
tion,u Haman Relations, III, PP• 57-76, 1950. 
8 Jacob Hurwitz, Alvin Zander, and Bernard Hymovitch, 
11 Some Effects of Power on the Relations among Group Members, rr 
in D. Cartwright and X. Z.ander [ eds.], Group Dynamics, 
Research, and Theory, pp. 483-492, 1953. 
9Bernard Hymovitch, Lecture on Power Theory at Boston 
University, 1953. 
5 
instrumental in placing stress upon the rewarding and 
punishing aspects of the power concept. In the Kegeles-
10 
Hymovitch e:xperiment we find power defined as 11 the ability 
of one person to reward or punish another individual or group 
of individuals ·in a particular situation. n 
Since they have not been influenced by Lewin, the 
conceptions of power formulated by sociologists are in some 
respects at variance with Lewinian thinking. For example, 
11 
Goldhamer and Shils suggest that in order to measure the 
amount of power exercised, we may think in terms of a ratio 
consisting of the number of successful power acts over all 
power acts attempted. Here it may be seen that power is 
thought of primarily in terms of actual influence exerted 
over others rather than in terms of potential for influence. 
These authors further indicate that it is necessary to con-
sider whether the power is acknowledged by the subor&inated 
individual. If it is acknowledged, they· call the power 
legitimate; if not, they call it coercive. 
12 
Bierstedt has made another conceptual contribution 
10 . 
s. Steven Kegeles, .· An E~erimental Study of the Behavior 
of Supervisors Given High and ow Power ~ Their Subordin-
ates, Unpublished Doctor's Dissertatlon, Boston University, 
1955. . . 
llHerbert Goldhamer and Edward Shils, "Types of Power and 
Status, 11 American Journal of Sociology, XLV, pp. 171-182, 
1939. 
12Robert Bierstedt, nAn Analysis of Social Power," 
American Sociological Rev·iew, "XV-: 6, pp. 730-738, 1950. 
6 
by making tmportant distinctions between power and other 
related concepts. First, he quite appropriately points out 
that power and prestige are not the same. .One may be pre-
sent without the necessity of the other's also being present. 
For example, he suggests that a policeman has power but 
little prestige. A professor-emeritus might have high 
prestige in a university community but may have no power in 
university policy decisions,. 
' 13 
In addition Bierstedt distinguishes between power 
and influence. Influence implies a persuasive element, 
whereas power is more coercive in nature. Influence is 
something we may accept or reject, but power demands submis-
sion. It is possible for influence and power to occur in 
isolation f'rom each other. A company president 1 s wife may 
exert strong influence upon her husband's behavior relevant 
to company matters but may have no' formal decision-making 
power. 
Power and dominance are also not to be equated, 
14 
maintains Bierstedt. This author feels that the locus of 
power must be found in intergroup relationships, whereas the 
locus of dominance is in interpersonal relationships. He 
~urther argues that power is.a function of the arrangement 
l3Bierstedt, loc. cit. 
l4Bierstedt, 12£• ~· 
7 
and juxtaposition of groups and the structure of society, 
whereas dominance is a personality trait. Although the 
latter distinction he makes is seen as having some meaning, 
his proposal of a dichotomy between interpersonal and inter-
group relationships as a means of' distinguishing between 
power and dominance seems inadequate. It might perhaps be 
simpler to think in terms of loci of power, whether they be 
individuals or groups. In other words, power may reside 
within an individual or it may be attributed to an entire 
group considered as a collective unit. 
In summary, we can see that some advances have been 
made in conceptualizing power by group dynamicists. 
Alt~ough sociological conceptions of power are in some cases 
at variance with tnose of the small group theo~ists, the 
sociologists have set forth some important distinctions 
between power and other closely related concepts. We may 
now proceed to examine still another appreach to the con-
cept--that of' the personality theorist. 
2. The Personalogist 1 s Approach to Power 
A coiliOlon characteristic of' the conceptualizations con-
sidered so far is that power may be properly viewed as a dimen-
sion of social roles. The authors who have been cited have 
generally shared the attitude that when two individuals inter-
act who are in related statuses, the characteristics of 
8 
their interaction will be partially determined by the 
distribution of potential for control between these statuses. 
As yet, however, the discussion has not taken into account 
any individual factors related to gravitation toward power 
positions and enactment of given power functions. We may 
legitimately wonder what the individual seeks to achieve in 
striving to entrench himself in a high power role. The 
origins of such motivations to assume power :r·o.les can also be 
viewed as having paramount importance. It is w.i. thin this 
general framework that personality theorists have d·evoted 
attention to motivations which we would label power strivings. 
The writings of Freud, Adler, and Sullivan all deal with 
these problems, each in a someWhat unique way. It will be 
of value for us to examine the contributions of each of 
these men. 
1~-
Although Freud did not explicitly use the word 
"power, 11 his theory of personality is quite useful in 
explaining the genesis of attitudes toward, and ways of 
dealing with power figures. His interest in early parent-
child relationshipswas instrumental in stressing certain 
important facts. First, his work suggested that the child's 
interactions with his parents builds up a framework of 
expectancies regarding the behavior of the parents themselves 
l5Sigmund Freud, A General Introduction to Psychoanalysis, 
412 PP., 1920. 
9 
as well as that of subsequent authority figures. If the 
child's father has been overtly warm and permissive, for 
example, the child will initially expect similar treatment 
from other male authority figures, unless he learns other-
wise. Second, Freud's work made it clear that the child 
also £~arns techniques of dealing both with his own impulses 
and the control procedures of power figures. He learns 
which impulses he may express, and which must be suppressed 
or repressed. In addition he learns to respond to the 
power figure's attempts at control in any number of ways, 
which may include compliance, defiance, and many other 
types of reactions. Third, and perhaps most important, 
Freud came upon the realization in his early work with 
patients that within the context of interactions with 
authority figures other than the parents, the ·individual 
may experience a whole series of feelings and attitudes 
"not as belonging to the past, but as applying to the 
person of the physician [authority figure] at the present 16 . . 
moment. n Freud further described this phenomenon as 
"the creation of a special class of mental structures, to 
17 
which the name 'transference 1 l'llB.Y be given." 
16 Sigmund Freud, "Fragment of an .Analysis of a Case of 
Hysteria:, 11 The Co£?:lete Psychological Works'of Sigmund 
Freud, VII, p. 11 , 1953. . 
l7Freud, loc. cit. 
10 
Without undertaking to docwment the point more 
extensively within this context, it should be indicated that 
all of Freud's notions about Oedipal relationships are rele-
vant to the understanding of transference dynamics in 
authority situations. In order to understand the nature of 
one's feelings and attitudes about authority figures, in 
theory it would first be necessary to investigate the 
intricacies of the person's Oedipal and other early parental 
relationships. 
By way of contrast with Freud's stress upon Oedipal 
18 
relationships, Adler seeks to demonstrate that the roots 
of power strivings lie primarily in the individual's 
development of a deep sense of inadequacy and worthlessness, 
as a result of either real or imagined.personal deficiencies. 
Adler states his fundamental thesis in the following way: 
18 
nr:r we trace the history o:r the aggressive 
attitude back to childhood we always come 
upon the outstanding fact that throughout 
the whole period of development, the child 
possesses a feeling of inferiority in its 
relations both to parents and the world at 
large. Because of the immaturity of his 
organs, his uncertainty and lack of inde-
pendence, because.of his need :ror depend-
ence upon stronger natures and his :frequent 
and painful feeling o:r subordination to 
others, a sensation of inadequacy dev~lops 
that betrays itself throughout life.nl9 
· Alfred Adler, The Practice and Theorx o:r Individual 
Psychology, PP• 1-ls,-1925. . 
19 1.£1!!., p. 13. 
11 
The child's feeling of inferiority, Adler further states, 
has many manifestations. It may be displayed in continual 
restlessness, in his manner of role taking, in his assertion 
of challenges of strength against others, and in his expec-
tations regarding the future. 
When we attempt to compare the views of Adler and 
Freud with regard to the child's attitudes toward the 
parental authority of the same sex, each might offer a some-
what different etiological explanation for these attitudes. 
Adler would say that the child r s hostility toward the father 
is primarily related to the fact that his self-comparisons 
with the father inevitably produce feelings of inadequacy. 
Freud, on the other hand, places more stress on the child's 
hostility toward the parent of the same sex as a result of 
perceiving this parent as a rival for the affections of the 
opposite sex parent. 
20 
Sullivan's analysis of the role of power in 
personality structure sears some distinct resemblances to 
Adlerian theories, but with certain notable exceptions. 
A basic distinction which Sullivan makes is that between 
the concepts of power motive and power drive. By power 
motive, he refers to the child's "expansive biological 
strivingstt in the sense of energy directed toward mastering 
20 Harry s. Sullivan, Conceptions of Modern Psychiatry, 
p. 6, 1947. 
·:/~w~~/ 
.... .,., 
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the external world and developing his own latent 
potentialities. If this biological striving o:f the child 
is thwarted, and he begins to feel an overwhelming lack o:f 
ability, then Sullivan would speak of the development of 
the power drive. Thus it can be seen that the acquisition 
of satisfaction and security in interpersonal relationships 
represents :fulfillment o:f the power motive. However, the 
goal of the power drive, which can be considered to origin-
ate :from the thwarting of the power motive, is the domina-
tion of others. 
Comparing Sullivan's viewpoint with that of Adler, 
it is seen that the latter's conception of power corresponds 
most closely with Sullivan 1 s notion of power drive and does 
not take heed of Sullivan's distinction between power drive 
and power motive. The concept of power drive is. probably 
quite appropriate in characterizing many neurotics, but 
does not appear adequate to encompass the phenomena :falling 
under the heading of power motive·. 
As in the case of Freudian theory, Sullivan's con-
ceptual system also provides tools for comprehending people's 
perceptions o:f power figures.. Instead of tl.sing the concept of 
transference to tie together relationships between one's per-
ceptions of past and present authority figures, Sullivan 
has a concept called parataxic distortion. The choice 
of this term was made for several reasons. First, the word 
13 
11 distortion11 implies the presence of some reality aspects, 
to which erroneous interpretations have been attached. 
Second, the fact.that they are parataxic rather than con-
sensually validated modes of integration implies that others 
might not fully share the individualts perceptions. Third, 
Sullivan wishes to stress the nonse~ual origin of the dis-
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tortion, in contradistinction to Freud's sexual emphasis. 
Fourth, parataxic distortion is a somewhat broader concept 
than transference, in that it takes cognizance of influences 
due. to authority figures other than the parents Who have 
been sigfuificant in the individualts past life. 
Thus, we see that Freud, Adler and Sullivan all 
have helped us to understand better the many factors deter-
. mining people's attitudes toward power figures. Also appar-
ent has been the fact that these approaches are no more than 
beginnings, in the sense that we have very little experimental 
evidence to substantiate the concepts that have been discussed. 
B. Experimental Background for the Present Problem 
Now that the conceptual approaches to power by group 
dynamicists, sociologists, and personality theorists have 
been presented, the most relevant previous research from 
which the present study has originated may be considered. 
21
c1ara Thompson, Psychoanalysis: Its Evolution and 
Development, p. 109, 1950. 
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Three recent studies were suggestive o~ the present 
22 
experimentation. In a doctoral study conducted by Pepitone, 
the variables of power and friendliness were systematically 
manipulated in order to determine their effects upon adoles-
cent boys' perceptions of power figures. Here it was found 
that when power was varied and friendliness held constant, 
the power figure was seen as more friendly, as power increased. 
When friendliness was varied and power was held constant, the 
~igure who was most friendly was seen as most powerful, while 
the lea:st ~riendly person was seen as least powerful. How-
ever, power figures had only varying amounts of power to 
reward, and the effects of power to punish were not of con-
cern in Pepitone's research. In discussing Pepitone's 
finding that if a person were rated as powerful, his 
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benevolence was also rated higher, Cartwrig~t made the 
same observation which occurred to the author at the time 
of reading Pepitone 1 s study. This observation was that 
the possession of power may not always be accompanied by 
a higher rating of benevolence than.when no power is 
possessed. Cartwright also pointed out that he knew of 
no experimental docrnnentation of the conditions under 
which the perception of power is accompanied by 
increased friendliness and those under which perception of 
22 Pepitone, loc. cit. 
23 Cartwright, ££• cit., p. 29. 
power leads to estimates of lowered friendliness. The 
present writer thus began to speculate about possible differ-
ential effects of different types of power, i.e., power to 
reward and power to punish. 
A second experiment
1
,,done at Boston University by 
24 Sprinthall, raised some of the same questions for the 
writer which Pepitone's work had suggested. The Sprinthall 
experiment was concerned with the relationships between 
power and influence. Working with three person groups, a 
situation was set up in which one of the group members was 
arbitrarily chosen to have power to reward one of the two 
others for writing good slogans for a famous cigarette com-
pany. After the power figure had ·been chosen for this first 
task, all three members of the group were asked to give 
their reactions to cigarette coi1liT.I.erc.ials after initial and 
second hearings. In the evaluation of the commercials, the 
judge of the slogans had no more authority than did the 
other two members in evaluating them. However, the fodus 
of the study was directed toward observing whether or not 
the fact that the judge had power in one task, i.e., judg-
ing slogans, would result in his opinion's being more 
influential in the commercial-judging than was that of 
~ . . 
Richard c. Sprinthall, Some Psychological Factors in 
Audience Reaction to Radio Commercials, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1954. 
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either of the other two members. As had been predicted, the 
judge of the slogans was actually more influential in chang-
ing other members' opinions regarding the commercials than 
were the other two members. It was found that when the 
opinions of the three persons were presented in dummied 
fashion so that there would be a dispersion of scores after 
hearing the commercial once, a second hearing 0f the commer-
cial resulted in subjects' shifting op.inions in the direction 
of that of the slogans judge. The question which arose in 
this e:.x;periment also concerned the effects of the type of 
power, since the experimenter had only utilized power to 
reward. 
A third experiment with the power variable raised 
questions regarding the importance of personality factors 
25 
in power research. In an experiment done by Cohen at the 
University of Michigan, the effects of the structuredness of 
the stimulus situation and of individual self-esteem were 
examined as determinants of the amoant of threat an individual 
experiences when interacting with a power figure. Using tele-
phone operators as subjects, the power figure assigned the 
subjects a task in which the question of whether they 
succeeded or failed was decided by the power figure. Under 
25 Arthur R. Cohen, The Effects of Individual Self-Esteem 
and Situat.ional Structure-on Threat::Oriented Reactions to 
PoWer, UnpublishedDoctor'sDissertation, University or-
Michigan, 1953. 
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these conditions, it was found that least threat was present 
when the situation was highly structured and when self-esteem 
was high, and that there was most threat present when both 
self-esteem and structure were low. Considering the effects 
of each of the two variables separately, it was found that 
situational structure was considerably more important than 
self-esteem in this situation. Although the personality 
variable was of lesser importance than the structural 
variable, the experimental design did stress the in:Oer-
relatedness of both these sets of factors as important 
determinants. 
However, the question of whether there were other 
personality variables in addition to self-esteem which were 
a~so important determinants of responses to power figures 
was not considered. Relationships between the perceiver's 
personality characteristics and dependent variables such as 
perception of the power figure's personal characteristics, 
his suitability for various other roles, and his job 
competency, also were not considered in Cohen's research. 
It was as a result of the three research endeavors 
which have just been discussed and the theoretical thinking 
presented in the previous section that the two studies pre-
sented herein were for.mulated. 
CHAPTER II 
AN EXPERIMENT TO DETERMINE. TBE IMPACT OF DIFFERENT 
TYPES OF POWER UPON AN INDIVIDUAL 1 S PERCEPTIONS OF 
POWER FIGURES AND HIS REACTIONS TO THEIR INFLUENCE 
ATTEM:PTS 
To reconstruct brie~ly the discussion presented in 
Chapter I, it was shown that in conceptual discussions o~ 
the nature o~ power, no clear recognition has been taken 
o~ the .fact that possession o~ power to reward by a power 
~igure might have a di~~erent e~~ect upon an individual's 
response to that power ~igure than would the power ~igure's 
possession o~ power to punish. Also noted was the ~act that 
in experbnentation with the power concept, no research has 
been done in .-which anyone attempted to induce power to 
punish as an attribute of a power figure, and subsequently 
measured individuals' perceptual reactions to that power 
figure. In addition, although the relationship between 
power and influence has previously been explored, only 
power to reward was induced in the experimental setting as 
a way of examining any possible relationships. 
These considerations led to the ~ormulation of the 
initial experiment. Here, the primary foci of interest 
were the ~allowing questions: 
(1) How does the .fact that a given individual 
has power mold others' perceptions o.f him? 
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If he has primarily the power to reward, is he 
perceived any differently from when he is mainly 
vested with power to punish, or when he is not 
vested with any power? 
(2) If the perception of a person who possesses 
power is altered simply because he possesses 
power, what relationship is there between this 
altered perception and the perceiver's amena-
bility to influence? 
(3) Is the type of power (rewarding power or punish-
ing power) which a power figure possesses related 
to the amount of influence he is able to exert? 
Is someone who has power to reward able to exert 
more influeaee than someone who has power to 
punish? Or is the primary determinant of 
ability to influence not the ~ of power but 
rather the amount of power? 
The first study was designed to deal with these questions 
experimentally. Power was defined as the ability of one 
})arson to reward or punish another person in a particular 
situation. 
A. :Preliminary Investigation. of ~ Effee.ts 2f.. Dif:ferent 
Types of Power 
In order to investigate the. effects of both types 
of power {rewarding and punishing) upon perceptual distor-
tic>n, a preliminary study was conducted. by the author in 
20 
the summer of 1953. In this study, the hypothesis to be 
tested was that the possession of power to reward would 
1 
lead to more favorable ratings of a power figure than 
would possession of power to punish. Thirty-four negro 
girls (ages 10-12) served as subjects. In one group, 
subjects were told that the power figure would punish 
them for poor performance but nothing was said about 
rewards; a second group was infor.med that the power figure 
would reward them for good performances and no mention was 
made of punishment; whereas the third group was instructed 
of neither rewarding nor punishing consequences. Groups 
were compared statistically by use of the Sign Test. The 
results showed that the rewarding figure was rated signif-
2 
ieantly more favorably on eleven personality traits than 
was a punishing figure and somewhat more favorably (not 
significant) than the neutral figure. The neutral figure 
was also rated more favorably than the punishing figure, 
but this result was not statistically significant. 
Although the major hypothesis was generally supported by 
the findings, the need was apparent for a further experi-
ment in which a different experimental design might be 
utilized. Two limitations were recognized in the 
1The meaning of 11 favorable 11 depended upon the variable 
being assessed. For example, if the variable were "friendly-
unfriendly,n a response of nfriendlyn was considered as 
·favorable. 
2 Of. ante. 
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study presented above. First, the same person served as 
power figure for all three groups and might have uncon-
sciously altered his behavior in the di:fferent groups. 
Second, significant differences were not obtained for compar-
isons between the neutral figure and either the rewarding or 
the punishing figure. These considerations led directly to 
the formulation o:f Experiment I, which was further expanded 
to encompass the other questions which have been discussed 
earlier. 
B. Hypotheses 
Both as a result of the author's previous study and 
3 
Pepitone's wor~, the following hypothesis was formulated: 
Hypothesis I 
THE NA.TURE OF A GIVEN INDIVIDUAL'S PERCEPTUAL 
RESPONSE TO TBE PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS POSSESSED BY 
SOMEONE WHO F..AS POWER OVER HIM IS A FUNCTION. OF TEE TYPE 
OF POWER WHICH THE POWER FIGURE POSSESSES. 
Prediction (~J 
Under conditions in which a certain individual 
is instructed that a given power figure is able to 
reward him, the personality characteristics of the 
power figure will be ranked more favorably than 
3Pepitone, loc. cit. 
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when the power figure cannot either reward or punish 
the individual, or can only punish him. 
Prediction (b) 
When a certain individual is instructed that a 
given power figure is able to punish him, . the power 
figure's personality characteristics will be ranked 
less favorably than when the power figure cannot 
either punish or reward the individual. 
The formulation of Hypotheses II and III depended 
upon an analysis of the forces operating upon the subject 
which "IDUld dete:r:-mine his responses to the various power 
figurest suggestions. These assumptions were made regarding 
the nature of the situational forces impinging upon him. 
They include the f'ollowing: 
(1) Positive af'f'ect will be aroused within the sub-
ject in relation to rewarding f'igures, whereas negative 
aff'eet will be stimulated with regard to punishing figures. 
(2) A positive goal for the subject w~ll be to 
maintain and increase the amount of money with Wl:aieh he was 
presented upon entering the experimental situation. 
(3) Because of the structure of the experimental 
situation, a discrepancy will be perceived by the individual 
between the type of aff'ect he experiences in relating to 
certain power f'igures and the type of response necessary f'or 
monetary attainment in the situation. · This perceived 
discrepancy will exist primarily with regard to the 
individual's responses to the punishing power figures. 
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(4) Related to (3) is the assumption that the sub-
ject will evaluate his expression of negative affect toward 
the punishing figures as being incompatible with monetary 
goal achievement within the experimental situation. 
(5) In his initial and later responses to the sug-
gestions of the power figures, the individual will attempt 
to effect both maximal achievement of his monetary goals 
and resolution of the conflict between negative affect 
arousal and compliance with the punishing power figures t 
suggestions. 
On the basis of the analysis made above; it was con-
cluded that if the subject were directly confronted with the 
punisher 1 s opinions when the latter had control over the sub-
ject's monetary attainment, he would respond primarily on 
the basis of wm ther the punisher had high or low power, 
i.e., in terms of amount of power. Amount of power would 
also be the primary determinant of his response to the 
rewarding figures. These suppositions were expressed as 
Hypothesis II: 
Hypothesis II 
THE AMOUNT OF OVERT AGREEMENT WITH A GIVEN POWER 
FIGURE WILL BE A FUNCTION OF THE .AIDUNT OF POWER WEiqi 
THAT POWER FIGURE POSSESSES. 
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Prediction 
There will be greater overt agreement with high 
power figures than with low power figures, and 
least agreement with neutral figures. 
However, onee the power figures could no longer 
influence the amount of money the subject received, the 
negative affect experienced in relation to the punishing 
figures would be reflected in the sub jeet t s showing less 
agreement with punishing figures than with rewarding figures, 
as well as less agreement with the high punishing figure than 
with the low punishing figure. For rewarding figures, sub-
jects would show more agreement than with punishing figures, 
as well as a greater degree of agreement with high rewarder 
than with low rewarder. H:ypothesis III was an outgrowth of 
these assumptions. 
Hypothesis ill 
THE AMO;UNT OF CX}VERT AGREEMENT WITH A GIVEN POWER 
FIGURE WILL BE A FUNCTION OF BOTH THE TYPE AND AMOUNT OF 
POWER WHICH THAT POWER FIGURE POSSESSES. 
Prediction 
Relative amounts of covert agreement by the 
subjects with eaeh of the five power figures 
(arranged from most agreement to least) will be 
high reward, low reward~neutral, low punish, 
high punish. 
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c. Procedure 
The rollowing procedural steps were carried out to 
test these hypotheses: 
Five judges were seated at a table in the f'ront of' 
a room in which the subjects were to be brought. Each par-
ticipant had before him a sign on which was printed an 
assumed name. The experimenter briefed the subjects in the 
same room in which the judges were seated. 
(1) Twenty seven male subjects, ages 13-16, were 
brought into the experimental room. The experi-
ment was conducted with subjects taken in groups 
of five. They were first told that this was a 
leadership survey, the purpose of' which was to 
determine what makes a good leader. They were 
also instructed not to communicate to each other 
during the ~ntire time they were in the room and 
to work completely independently of each other. 
(2) Subjects were asked·to fill out a brief question-
naire designed to evaluate their motivation to 
4 
achieve monetary goals. 
(3) Each subject was given $1.75 and told that he 
was authorized to receive this money for taking 
part in the survey. 
(4) Subjects were instructed that they would hear f'ive 
stories played from a tape recorder. In 
4see Appendix A for the questionnaire used. 
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each case, the storyteller would relate a problem 
which he was attempting to solve. 'The subject 1 s 
task was to predict what the storyteller's 
solution to the problem would be. The subjects 
were also told that, in 9rder to help them in 
their decisions, each of the five gentlemen in 
the front of the roam would give some background 
information about one of the five storytellers. 
(5) After hearing each story and the background 
regarding the storytellers, the subjects indicated 
the probable solutions on an eight point scale. 
(6) Subjects were then instructed that the five men in 
the front of the room were judges who were going 
into the adjacent room to look over their solutions 
to the stories to make recommendations to them 
regarding the solutions for each problem. 
(7) The paid participants left the room and checked 
their solutions to the_ problems which were always 
three scale points distant from whatever solution 
the subject had chosen. The direction which the 
judge deviated from the subject's solution was 
varied randomly from story to story. Each judge 
judged one story for each subject. The story 
which he judged was different for each of the 
five subjects. 
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(8) While the judges were out of the room, instructions 
were distributed to the subjects which stated that 
a~ter the subjects had decided a second time upon 
the solution to each problem, the judges would again 
meet to look over their solutions. The amount of 
money they ~ould take home would depend upon the 
judges 1 decisions. However, each judge had a dif-
~erent authority. One judge was able to give an 
additional $1.50, besides what the subject had 
already received; a second could give an additional 
$.25; a third would not be able to give or· take 
money but could make recommendations; a ~ourth 
could take $.25; and the fifth judge could take 
away $1.5-0. Although it was not reported to the 
subjects, each subject was instructed differently 
' ·• 
regarding the authority possessed by each judge. 
(9) The judgest recommendations and the subjectst own 
original solutions were returned to the subjects. 
Then the subjects were asked to listen to the 
stories and the backgrounds a second time and to 
decide again upon their solutions, taking into 
consideration their second hearing of the story, 
their first.solut~ons, the judges' recommendations, 
and the judges' authority. 
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(10) The judges again collected the stories and le~t 
the room, supposedly to make their final decisions 
regarding the amounts the subjects would ~inally 
receive. 
(11) At this point, the experimenter told the subjects 
that the people who send the judges around to the 
various settlement houses w:>uld like to know "how 
the judges are getting along. 11 Subjects were 
there~ore asked to mark the five judges in their 
order of friendliness and the degree to which they 
liked the subjects. (These were the same two 
characteristics used by Pepitone~ in his study.) 
Stamped, addressed envelopes were distributed 
before the subjects made their rankings. After 
they finished, they were asked to insert their 
rankings in the envelopes and to seal the 
envelopes· to insure thedr b&ing confidential. 
(12) Shortly thereafter, it was announced that the 
judges had made their decisions. Some o~ the 
subjects had lost some of' their original awards, 
and others had retained their original amounts, 
but it had been decided to allow everyone to 
keep his $1.75. Subjects were requested to return 
a week later for a short period o~ time. They 
were also asked to promise not to discuss the sur-
vey with anybody during the intervening period. 
~~~~itone, 1££. £1!. 
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From in~ormation gathered ~rom the settlement house 
director, it appeared that the subjects complied 
with their promises. 
(13) One week later when the subjects returned they 
were told that we would now like to see what they 
really thought the solutions to the stories were. 
Sheets ~or rating the five s.tor:ie s were again 
distributed. This time each problem sheet 
contained only the name of the judge who had pre-
viously judged the subjectts solution, the judge's 
type and amount of authority, and his prior recom-
mendation to the subject. Stories were again 
played from the tape recorder and all the .back-
grounds read by the experimenter. 
( 14) Subjects were given a 45 item Sentence Completion 
6" Test to fill out. 
(15) All subjects were given $.5o for participating in 
the second part of the experiment. 
D. Experimental Results 
Methods o~ analyzing the data and the results 
obtained will be presented separately for each hypothesis. 
HyPothesis I 
In order to test the first hypothesis, it was 
necessary to consider two separate statistical questions. 
6 
See Appendix A for the test used. 
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First there was the question of whether there were overall 
differences in the rankings for the five power figures. 
The second question was concerned with the precise nature 
of these rankings. 
In order to answer the question of Whether there 
were overall differences in the subjects' rankings of the 
five power figures on the two variables, the Chi Square 
1) 
Test for ranked data was used. This is a non-parametric 
statistic which is comparable to analysis of variance in its 
general usage. Findings presented tn Table I show a signif-
icant result for both friendliness and amount of liking. 
Since these results are significant, the next question was 
whether they were significant in the predicted directionJ 
i.e., was the high rewarding figure . ranked higher than 
the :.low reward, the low reward ranked higher than neutral, 
etc.? Here, the Sign Test, another non-parametric technique, 
was utilized to determine the significance of differences 
~ between rankings of various power figures. Except for the 
comparison of neutral and high punishing figures, results 
are reported on the basis of one tailed tests, since 
directional predictions had been made. 
5frhe i'ornmla :for this statistic is: 
2 
X = 
r 
12 . 'i tr2 -3m(p + 1 ~. 
mp(p+l) r: ~ 
SUse of the Sign Test simply involves counting the number 
of positive and negative differences, then referring to a 
table of significance values. 
TABLE I 
RESULTS OF OVERALL TESTS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
FOR THE COMPARISON OF ALL FIVE POWER 
FIGURES ON THE VARIABLES OF FRIENDLINESS 
AND LIKING 
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DESCRIPTION OF 
EXPERIMENTAL QUESTION LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Subject Must Rank Power 
Figures on Friendliness 
Subject 'Must Rank Power 
Figures in the Order in which 
He thought They Liked Him 
.02 
between .o5 and .02 
. . 
According to the first hypothesis, the 10 comparisons 
made below constituted the specific relevant tests for both 
variables. For friendliness, five o:f the comparisons show 
significance levels at .o5 or better in the predicted direct-
ion, .three more .show difference in the predicted direction 
which approach significance, while in one case there were 
no differences and· in another (Neutral vs. High Punish), 
there was a non-significant reversal of the prediction. 
Generally, it may be said that these results support the 
hypothesis, except for the fact that the punishing figure 
is not clearly seen as less friendly than the neutral 
figure, although he is rated less friendly than the 
rewarder. 
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TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF SUBJECTS' RESPONSES ·To THE FIVE POWER 
FIGURES FOR TEE VARIABLES OF FRIENDLINESS AND LIKING 
POWER FIGURES 
COMPARED FRIENDLINESS 
HR > LR~<-
High Reward vs • Low Reward ( •. 0.5) 
· LR > ]lf::::~ 
Low Reward vs. Neutral (.0,5) 
HR>-N 
High Reward vs. Neutral (.<.03) 
HR > LP 
High Reward vs. Low Punish (~ .01) 
HR>HP 
High Reward vs. High Punish {.08) 
LR > LP 
Low Reward vs. Low Punish (.01) 
LR > HP 
Low Reward vs. High Punish (.08) 
HP>N 
High Punish vs. Neutral (.25) 
Low Punish vs. High Punish No diff. 
N > p 
Neutral vs. Low Punis.h ( • 08) 
~~ 
LIKING 
HR > LR 
( .17) 
LR>N 
( .25) 
ER > N 
(.08) 
HR > LP 
( .ol.) 
HR>HP (.05) 
LR > LP 
(.08) 
LR > HP 
( .25) 
No diff'. 
No diff. 
No diff. 
HR = High Rewarder, LR = Low Rewarder, N ~ Neutral, 
LP = Low Punisher, HP = High Punisher. 
For the liking variable, it is clear from Table II 
that the results do not support our hypothesis as strongly 
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as was the case ror the rriendliness variable. However, 
despite the fact that only two of the comparisons are 
significant, it should be noted that five more either 
approach significance or show trends in the predicted 
direction. 
A further analysis of the perceptu~l data was made 
to determine whether level of money motivation is related 
either to the amount or type of perceptual response occur-
ring. On the basis or a money motivation questionnaire for 
which quantitative score~ were computed, subjects were 
divided into separate groups of high and low money motiva-
tors. Three subjects who :f·ell in the middle or the distrib-
ution of money motivation scores were not used, and so 
results for the money motivation data are based on 24 
cases rather than 27. 
The following table shows that although both those 
who are high and low in money motivation generally rank the 
high rewarding figure as first or second on the friendliness 
and liking variables, the same result does not occur for the 
high punishing figure. In the case of the high punishing 
figure, it was fonnd that those high in money motivation 
tend to rank him either first or fifth, whereas the distri-
bution of scores for the low money motivation group is clus-
tered more about the middle ranks. Thus, extremity in 
evaluation of high punishing figures by the subjects seems 
to be a function of level of money motivation. 
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Relevant data are presented in Table III, using the 
9 Chi Square statistic as the basis for the analysis. 
TABLE III 
RESULTS FOR CHI SQUARE COMPARISON OF EXTREME AND MEDIAN 
FRIENDLINESS AND LIKING RANKINGS GIVEN TO HIGH REWARD-
ING AND HIGH PUNISHING POWER.FIGURES BY GROUPS HIGH AND 
LOW IN MONEY MOTIVATION 
Description of 
Experimental Question 
Subject Must Rank Power 
Figures on Friendliness 
Subject Must Rank Power 
Figures in the Order in 
Which He Thought They 
Liked Rim 
HIGH REWARD 
FIGURE 
Level of 
Significance 
No diff. 
Between .30 
and .20 levels 
~ of Personality Data Relevant to HyPothesis I 
HIGH PUNISH 
FIGURE 
Level of 
Significance 
.01 
Between .05 
and 
.02 levels 
In an attempt to find personality characteristics 
which differentiated between these who ranked the high 
' 
punisher highest in contrast to those who ranked him lowest, 
9 
· The formula for Chi Square is 
2 k 
X = 
1 
2 (fo-fe) 
fo 
.. 
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various sentence completion items from a 45 item sentence 
completion test were examined. (Among the items compared 
were father items, mother items, and any other items thought 
to be relevant to attitudes toward authority. Some of these 
latter items were the following: When I am told to keep in 
my place, I •••••••••• ; When they offered to put me in charge, 
I •••••••••• ; When the other fellows wanted to make me leader, 
I • • • • • • • • • • ) • 
Completions of subjects rating the high punishing 
figure highest and of subjects rating him lowest were exam-
ined in two ways. First, responses related to attitudes 
toward authority were grouped into categories and examined 
to determine whether the high and low groups could be separ-
ated on the basis of these categorizations. Second, a 
psychologist skilled in projective test interpretation was 
asked to separate the subjects into groups which were high 
and low on their ratings of the punisher as a result of his 
examination of the completions. Neither method produced 
results different from those expected on chance basis. 
Thus, the personality data were not ade9-uate to explain the 
results not comprehensible on the basis of the power variable 
alone. The second study was designed tb provide a more 
systematic approach to the rela tionship,s between personality 
I 
and power variables. 
Hypothesis .U. 
It will be recalled that Hypothesis II dealt with the 
problem of subjects' differential agreement with high and low 
power figures. In order to test the hypothesis, the predic-
tions presented below (except in the cases indicated) were 
ma~e. Both these predictions and the results are presented 
in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
RESDTir S FOR GHI SQUARE COMPARISON OF THE. AMOUNT OF 
OVERT AGREEMENT BY TEE SUBJEGTS WITH HIGH 
POWER FIGURES AS GOMPARED WITH THEIR AGREEMENT 
WITH LOWER POWER AND NEUTRAL FIGURES 
POWER FIGURES GOMPARED 
High Reward+. High Punish vs. 
Low Reward + Low Punish 
High Reward vs. Neutral 
'* Neutral vs. High Runish 
Low Reward vs. Neutral 
.;} 
Neutral vs. Low Punish 
* 
BEBDLTS OBTAINED 
HR + HP > LR + LP (.19) 
No diff. 
N> HP 
( .12) 
L. >N ( .38) 
N> p ( < .20) 
In both cases, the predictions were the reverse of the 
findings actually obtained. 
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It is evident from the comparisons presented that 
the hypothesis was not supported. The one thing the data 
do suggest is that punishing figures exert less overt in-
fluence than·do neutral figures, but that this is not the 
case for rewarding figures, when compare·d with neutral 
figures. More evidence of this same trend should be 
observed in the analysis of the covert .influence data. 
HyPothesis III 
The prediction derived from Hypothesis III stated 
that the subject's amount of covert agreement with the five 
power figures, arranged from most to least agreement, would 
be high reward, low reward, neutral, low punish, high 
punish. Relevant data are presented in Table V.: 
. ' 
Examination of the data in Table V shows only partial 
support for the prediction.· Although there is greater agree-
ment with the neutral figure than with either high or low 
punishing figUres, which had been predicted, there is also 
greater agreement with the neutral figure than with the 
rewarding figures. It should be noted that there tended to 
be greater overt agreement with the neutral figure than with 
high and low punishing figures. 
TABLE V 
RESULTS FOR CHI SQUARE COMPARISONS OF SUBJECTS r 
RELA.TIVE. AMOUNTS OF COVERT AGREEMENT WITH TEE-
FIVE POWER FIGURES 
POWER FIGURES COMPARED 
High Reward vs. Low Reward 
Ne~tral vs. High Reward 
Neutral vs. Low Reward 
Neutral va. Low Punish 
Neutral vs. High Punish 
Low Punish vs. High Punish 
High Reward vs. High Punish 
Low Reward vs. High Punish 
Low Reward vs. Low Punish 
High Reward vs. Low Punish 
E. Summaryu,2! Results 
RESULTS OBTAINED 
HR> LR 
( .35) 
N > HR (.07) 
N > . 
( <. 02) 
N > LP 
(< .o5 > 
LP>HP 
.( .25) 
LR >' HP 
( .17) 
No diff'. 
HR> LP 
( .38) 
In brief, the results <:>f Experiment I demonstrated 
that: 
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{1) The possession of power to reward is 
accompanied by higher rankings of that power 
figure by a subject than is lack of power or 
possession of power to punish. 
(2) Reactions to the high punishing figure are 
related to level of money motivation. Under 
conditions of high money motivation, the high 
punishing figure is rated either first or last, 
although this is not the case for the high 
rewarding fig~e, or when money motivation is 
_low. 
(3) Although the rewarder.is ranked highest on the 
two perceptual dimens.i.ons, . this is not ·ace om· .. 
~anied-by grea~er overt ar covert influence 
being exerted by that power figure when 
cOm.pared with the remaining power figures. 
(4) There_is .no signif'icant difference in the 
am.otm.t of evert influence exerted by the high 
rewarding and neutral figures, but the high 
punishing and low punishing figures exert 
somewhat. less overt influence than does the 
neutral figure. The difference .. between the 
neutral and high punishing figures lies at 
the .12 level, and the differenee between the 
neutral and low punishing figure lies at the 
.20 level. 
(5) Greater covert influence is exerted by the 
Deutral power ~igure than by either or the 
rewarding or punishing power.flgures. 
(Results are significa:et for eomparison 
between neutral figures and all other figures 
exeept between neutral and the high punishing 
figure, ror which the difference lies at the 
.12 level.) 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENT II: INTRODUCTION TO THE HYPO THESES 
A study of the findings obtained in the first 
experiment raised questions deemed.important enough t® 
warrant further~ detailed exploration. First, it was 
wondered whetmr there were any delineable personality 
characteristics of the subjects Which might be contributing 
to their reactions to the power figures. Results of the 
first study had shown only the impact of power figures' 
possession of different types of power upon subjects' 
responses to them. Second, a question justifiably arose 
concerning subjects r possible reactiens to power figures 
whose control over them was based upon something other than 
their being able to give or take away money frem the subjects. 
For the purpose of exploring these questions, four 
hypotheses were formulated for experimental testing. An 
attempt will be made to present systematically the assump-
tions and general sequence of reasoning upon which each 
hypothesis was based. 
A. Introduction to Hypothesis I: The ~ of Pewer 
Pessessed .£! a Power Figure~~ Determinant of 
the Individual 1 s Evaluation of the Power Figure 
(1) As was noted in the rirst study, this hypothesis 
was an outgrowth or Pepitone's work. One or his major 
conclusions was that "ir a member (power rigure) is 
rated as powerrul, his benevolence is rated higher 
. l 
[than ir he is not powerrul]. n Our rirst study was 
partially designed to testwhether Pepitone's general-
ization would hold regardless of whether the power 
rigure possessed rewarding or punishing power, since 
that author had induced only power to reward. Based 
upon the assumption that a power figure's possession 
or power to reward would lead to arousal or positive 
arfect within the perceiver, whereas possession of 
power to punish would lead to arousal or negative 
arrect, predictions were made within the rirst study 
related to the type of power the authority figure 
possessed. 
(2) Although the results obtained in the rirst study 
' ·, 
were generally consistent with the theoretical ror.mu-
lation and predictions suggested above, some rurther 
questions remained unanswered. It will be recalled 
that power was induced in the first experiment by 
giving the judges dirrerential types of control over 
giving and taking money rrom the subjects. 
1 Cartwright,.QE. cit., p. 29. 
Experimentation with other group dynamics concepts 
has indica ted that the way in which the concept is 
operationally defined and e:xperimentally induced 
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is a primary determinant of' the result obtained, and 
that different modes of' experimental induction do 
2 
not always produce the same results. 
Therefore, within the second experiment, an attempt 
was made to gain ini'ormation relevant to the type of' result 
obtained in subjectst assessments of authority figures who 
now had different functions in assessing the subjectsr per-
f'ormances in an oral examination situation. In this case 
the subjects were motivated t0 compete against other schools 
and to perform adequately in the judgment of' their principal 
and teachers. The theory of' differential af'f'ect arousal 
mentioned above again formed the theoretical basis f'or the 
predictions. These considerations led to·the formulation 
of' the first hypothesis, which is as follows: 
Hypothesis I 
.AN INDIVIDUAL t S PERCEPTION OF A POWER FIGURE WILL 
BE RELATED TO THE TYPE OF POWER POSSESSED BY THAT PO·WER 
FIGURE. 
Predictions 
(a) The punishing figure ~11 be rated less 
2cr. Back's work with the cohesiveness concept. See 
Kurt s. Back,. 11Influence Through ·social Communication, 11 In 
G. Sw:anson, T. Newcomb~ and E. Hartley (Eds.), Readings in 
Social Psychology, pp. 445-459, 1952. --
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favorably than the rewarder (in the combined results 
for groups both high and low in disagreement with 
3 
father.) 
(b) The rewarder will be rated more favorably 
than the neutral figure (for groups both high and 
low in disagreement with father.) 
B. Introduction to HyPothesis II: The Relationshi;e Between 
Degree of Agreement ~ Father Regarding Disci;elinarY 
Procedures and Assessment of Authority Figures 
(1) If one studies the literature on power research, 
he will find that very little work has been done which 
takes cognizance of the impact of personality variables 
in determining reactions to power figures. Except per-
4 
haps for Cohen's work, power has been studied a~ost 
exclusively as a struetural variable and utilized in 
predicting effects upon other social structural vari-
ables, such as communication arid influence patterns in 
group settings. Recognition ef lt.his imbalance in power 
research was thus one of the motivating factors in the 
designing of the present experiment. 
3cr. ante, p. 24. 
4cohen, 1££• ~· 
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(2) Since the present researcherts interest was in 
people's perceptual responses to power figures, certain 
aspects of learning theory and of psychoanalytic theory 
became of interest. In learning theory, the notion of 
stimulus generalization indicated that responses to one 
stimulus situation could be used as a basis for respond-
ing to a somewhat comparable situation. The concept of 
transference in psychoanalytic theory was recognized 
as a special case of stimulus generaliz~tion regarding 
which there was much observational evidence but no 
experimental work. Both concepts implied in different 
ways that perceptions of parental figures might be 
important determinants in shaping responses to other 
authority figures. 
(3) A further refinement of this type of thinking led 
to the experimenter's selection of the relationship 
between the male's perceptual_ assessment of one parental 
figure, the father, and. that of other authority figures 
cast in a different role. 
(4) Since the boy 1 s assessmen~ of his father was 
recognized as including a broad range of variables, 
it w.as further decided that the father's relationship 
to the son in the sphere of disciplinary control might 
be a central area of the father-son relationship upon 
Which the present study might focus. An assumption 
was made that more important than the severity of the 
control procedures utilized by the i'ather lWS.:SO the 
boy's acceptance or rejection oi' these control pro-
cedures, whether they be harsh or mild. 
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(5) Thus it was determined that the extent oi' the 
boy's agreement or disagreement with his i'ather's dis-
ciplinary control procedures should be an important 
variable in the i'ather-son relationship, and that know-
ledge oi' the boy 1 s attitudes in this sphere should 
enable us to make predictions about his attitudes 
toward other male authority i'igures. For the purpose 
of testing this generalization, the following hypo-
thesis was set i'orth: 
Hypothesis II 
AN INDIVIDUAL'S DEGREE OF AGREEMENT WITH HIS FATHER'S 
PERCEIVED DISCIPLINARY ATTITUDES WILL BE RELATED TO HIS 
PERCEPTIONS OF REWARDING, NEUTRAL AND PUNISHING POWER 
FIGURES. 
Prediction 
Those who show least disagreement with their 
i'athers' perceived disciplinary attitudes will rate 
the power i'igures more favorably than those who show 
moat disagreement with their i'athers• disciplinary 
attitudes. 
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c. Introduction to Hypothesis III: Inferiority Feelings 
and Evaluation of Power Figures 
A number of assumptions were made as the basis for 
Hypothesis III. The initial assumption was that one's self-
evaluation will influence his evaluation of others, both at 
peer and subordina te-superordina t·e levels. An extension of 
this statement is that highly favorable self-evaluation should 
be reflected in one's evaluations of authority figures, as 
should a highly unfavorable self-evaluation, although these 
relationships may be either direct or inverse. It was 
further assumed th~t the intensity and extent to which an 
individual experiences inferiority feelings are di~ectly 
reflective of his generalized self-evaluation. Most indi-
viduals experience inferiority feelings at various times, 
but differ in intensity and extent of these feelings. 
!n view of the fact that power has been defined 
herein as the control over goal achievement through the use 
of reward and punishment, a power figure may be perceived 
by his subordinate as someone whose evaluations of the sub-
ordinate determine the relative runounts of reward and punish-
ment he decides to admini.ster. Thus, a power i'igure is 
endowed with an evaluative function by the subordinate. 
If an individual experiences marked inferiority 
feelings, such an experience may be manifested in overideal.-
ization of the power figure, excessive disparagement of the 
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power figure, or oscillation between these two alternatives. 
It was recognized that if an individual reports on 
a personality seafr:ethat he experiences inferiority feelings 
to a markedly lesser extent than·those of comparable age, 
sex, and general life situation, this report may indicate 
any of the following possibilities: 
(a) He actually possesses few inferiority feelings 
anci is reporting accurately. 
(b) He experiences f'requent and intense inferior! ty 
f'eelings, but suppresses reporting these on the 
scale. 
(c) He is unaware of the presence of intense infer-
io+>ity feelings but reacts to these feelings by 
unconsciously rating himself low rather than 
high in inferiority feelings. 
On the basis of the assamptions presented above, the follow-
ing hypothesis was set forth: 
Hypothesis III 
TEE EXTENT TO WHICH TEE INDIVIDUAL REPORTS TEE PRESENCE 
OF INFERIORITY FEELINGS WILL BE RELATED TO HIS RATINGS OF 
POWER FIGURES. 
Prediction 
The power figures will be rated by subjects of 
moderate inferiority differently from the subjects who 
are high on the inferiority scale. 
CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURE FOR EXPERIMENT II , 
Subjects for this study were 12-14 year old males, 
all of whom were drawn from a Junior High School which 
included grades seven through nine. In the previous study, 
the experimenter observed that the 15 and 16 year olds 
tended to take the experimental situation less seriously 
than the younger age group. It was therefore felt that the 
younger group would be more desirable in this second study. 
Three measuring instruments were used in selecting 
and classifying the stt,bjects. The first was devised by the 
present author and the other two were adaptations of scales 
used by earlier workers. The three scales used were the 
l 
following: 
(1) ~ Sports Preference Record 
Since no instrument was available for measuring boys' 
level of interest in various sports activities and such a 
measure was necessary for this experiment, a scale was con-
structed by the author. From each of twenty-three pairs of 
activities, the sub~@ct was required to indicate the one he 
would prefer by underlining it. Instructions for the test 
emphasi~ed that this was a meas_ure of the subject's inter-
ests, not his abilities._ 
l See Appendix B for copies of the three scales. 
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(2) Scale Measuring ~Boy's Degree of Agreement 
with his Father's Perceived Disciplinary Procedures 
Perusal of the literature revealed that a scale 
2 
devised by Shoben for discriminating attitudinal differences 
between mothers of problem children and mothers of non-
problem children might be adapted for use in the present 
study. The items selected for present use were those related 
to disciplinary procedures. Shoben's instructions were 
altered so that the subject would give two responses for each 
item. First, he was required to indicate the way in which he 
thought his father might answer the question. Next, he was 
asked to indicate his own opinion. There were six possible 
choices for each item, ranging from strong agreement to 
strong disagreement. The score for each item was the number 
of points of discrepancy between the two responses. Thirty-
three items were included in the :final scale. 
(3) Scale of In:feriorit~ Feelings 
The scale used in the present study was an adaptation 
of Heidbreder's scale of inferiority feelings, originally 
3 
devised on the basis o:f work with a college population. 
Items given by Heidbreder as having the highest diagnostic 
value for indicating inferiority feelings were included in 
2 
Edward Shoben, "The Assessment of Parental Attitudes in 
Relation to Child Adjustment,'' Genetic Psychology Monographs, 
XXXIX, PP• 103-148, 1949. 
3Edna Heidbreder, ttThe Normal Inferiority Complex,u 
Journal of Abnormal ~ Social Psychology, XXII, pp. 243-
250, 1927. 
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the present seale. Thirty items were inc.luded in the final 
scale. For each item, the sUbject could make one of four 
choices, ranging from strong agreement to strong disagreement. 
Be.fore beginning the actual study, a preliminary 
investigation was undertaken at a schoo.l involving children · 
rougbl.y comparable in socio-economic level to the experimental 
greup drawn .from a neighboring town .for the purpose o.f deter-
mining_ the r·eliabilities o.f the various meast1ring instraments. 
The pretest showed _the necessity .for a thoroughgoing revision 
o.f the Sports Pre.ference Record, but satisf'aetery reliabili-
ties were obtained .for the scales measuring 81Uount ot agree-
ment with :father's perceived disciplinary attitudes and for 
the inferiority seale. The pretest odd-even reliability for 
the Father Scale was .93 and .for the Inferiority Scale, .89 • 
. The questions to be asked regarding knowledge of' sports were 
also administered to the pretest group. In this pretest the 
purpose was two.fold: (1) the elimination o.f' qu..estions for 
which there was little spread in type of response obtained; 
and (2) the rating o.f questions for relative difficulty. 
A. Sequence .Q! Procedural Steps 
Once these preliminary tasks had been accomplished, 
the experiment itself was Wldertaken in the f'ollowing 
sequence: 
{1) The Sports Pre.ference Record was administered to 200 
subjects in groups of 30 during the period in which they 
- L. . ' ,; .-.~ 
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usually received health instruction. At this t~e, subjects 
were merely told that we were concerned with the extent to 
which they were interested in sports. 
(2) A ~requency distribution of the scores on this test 
was made and a cutting point established for eliminating 
those whose scores were not considered high enough to be 
indicative o~high interest in sports. $ince the distri-
bution was negatively skewed, with most o~ the scores ~all­
ing at the high end o~ the scale, establishment of the cut-
ting point between 13 and 14 ~or a .score distribution rang-
. . 4 
ing ~rom 0 to 23 eliminated only 62 o~ the 200 subjects. 
(3) Of' the 138 subjects having high interest in sports, . 
117 were available ~or the second step o~ the experiment. 
The results ~or 168 o~ these were able to be used in making 
the selection ~or the experimentts third phase. In the 
second step, the Father Scale and the I:q.f'eriority Scale were 
administered to the subjects in a group situa.tion. Subjects 
were simply told at this time that we were interested in 
knowing more aoout people who are interested in sports. 
4rnspection of the seale suggested that the attainment 
o~ a score above this cutting point would reflect high 
enough interest in sports to allow motivated participation 
in the latter phases o~ the study. 
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(4) One week later, the 50 subjects who represented 
approximately the upper and lower 25% on the distribution 
of scores for the Father Scale were called individually from 
their classrooms to anexperimental room, outside.of which 
they were met by the experimenter, who instructed them about 
the third phase of the experiment. The instructions were 
designed to induce perceptions in the subjects to the effect 
that the three men in the experimental room constituted a 
Board of Examiners from Boston University who were inter-
ested in (a) the subject 1 s knowledge of sports and (b) the 
way he behaved and functioned in an oral examination situ-
ation. Subjects were also instructed that each judge had a 
different evaluative function in assessing each subject•s 
performance. The following were the instructions given to 
the subject: 
nYour name, please. You are probably wondering 
what this is all about. W.ell, today, a Board of Examiners 
from Boston University is going to ask you some questions, 
for two reasons. First, the Board Members are interested 
in seeing how much you know about sports, and second, they 
want to see how you behave and peri'orm in an oral examination. 
Now, your principal is very interested in the results of' this, 
of' course, or he wouldn't have had us come here, so he is 
being given a complete report of your performance in there. 
A copy or this report will also be given to each of' your 
teachers, so do your best. We have been going around to 
other schools doing this same thing, and we intend to compare 
the results here with those of' the other schools. So, 
remember that a bad performance in there will reflect upon 
you and your school, and so will a good one. 
"Now pay close attention so you'll know exactly how 
the three board members, Mr. Mann, Mr. Simmons, and Mr. 
Clark, will be judging you." (The subject was given a slip 
of paper with the following information on it, to help in 
clarifying the judges' i'unctions for him while the experi-
menter presented them to him orally. He was also shown a 
picture of each power figure While that power figure's 
particular power i'unction was described to the subject.) 
"Mr. He has NO POWER on the board except 
make a i'ew suggestions to Mr. 
to 
and Mr. about the ~ scoring.~ 
Mr. He has ALL mE PO'WER on the board for 
5The role of' each board member varied i'rom one subject 
to the next, as did the order in which their power functions 
were described to the subject. 
Mr. 
TAKING AWAY points from you. The number 
of points that is taken away for the 
bad parts of your answers is completely 
.!:ill to him. He is the one man who can 
hurt you most. 
He has ALL TEE POWER on the board to 
GIVE you points. The number of points 
you are given for the ~ parts of 
your answers is completely ~ to him. 
He is the one man who can help you 
most." 
"Some of the questions you will be asked may sound fairly 
easy to you, but let me warn you that they are really 
quite tricky and hard. A perfect score is 27 points. 
Now take a minute to make sure that you know the kind 
of power each board member has, and that you will be 
able to recognize him when you go in there. (Experi-
menter paused at this point and allowed subject t0 
memorize the power instruction~. When the subject 
said that he had learned the instructions, the experi-
menter took the subjectrs power instruction sheet and 
asked the subject to recall verbally what the power 
function of each judge was. No subject was allowed to 
enter the experimental room until he was able to recall 
the power of each judge in the presence of the 
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experimenter. In general, the subjects showed veey 
little difficulty in committing the power functions to 
memory, since by the time the instructions had been 
presented, they appeared quite involved in the situa-
tion.) You may take the sheet w.i th the judges r power 
on it into the room with you in case you forget. 
After you finish in there, I'd like to see you a 
minute before you leave." 
The subject was then led into the experimental room, 
and his name announced to the judges by the exper~enter. 
The three power figures were all paid participants ranging 
1'!>om 25-30 years of age who were each conservatively 
dressed in sport coat, white shirt, long tie, and matching 
trousers. Each had a sign on which his name was printed 
standing before him on the long table at which he was 
seated. 
Before the qu:estioning began, there was a deliber-
ate pause by the power figures. This generally had the 
effect of resulting in increased signs of uneasiness by the 
subject. After this period had elapsed, the judge who was 
shown __ f;ira.t. on. the s.ub ject t s list of power instructions 
asked him two of the three sports questions he was prepared 
6 
to ask. After the subject had given his answer to each, 
6 See Appendix. B. 
the judg·e would make either a challenging or derisive comment 
to the subject about his answer. These three challenging 
standard comments which were rotated ~rom judge to judge ~or 
successive subjects were: n (1) Where did you get that idea 
~rom? (2) What makes you think that? (3) What gives you 
that idea?" The rather derisive comments, which were also 
rotated, were: (1) "Is that a blind guess you've just 
given (Sts last name), or do you really think that? (2) 
You aren't just bluf~ing on that, are you (S's last name)? 
(3) Are you just ~aking (S's last name), or do you really 
know?'' 
After the ~irst power ~igure had asked two ques-
tions, then the second and third power ~igures each asked 
two questions. Finally, each judge asked his third and 
last question. 
A~ter the subject had answered the questions, he 
left the experimental room and reported to the experimenter 
outside. At this time, he. was given. the· following inst-ruc-
tions: 
"Be~ore you leave, therets something else I'd like 
you to do. The people at Boston University would like to 
know how you ~eel about the three kinds o~ leadership that 
the three men showed. They plan to use this i~ormation to 
select ~uture men ~or this work. So, they would like you 
to rate these three men, and then put your ratings into 
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this envelope and seal it." (The subject was then given 
rating sheets and an envelope on which was typed Boston Uni-
versity's approximate address, but with the exact number 
varied from subject to subject to allow for his later iden-
tification by the ezperimenter.) 
"Your ratings will be kept secret from the three 
board members, and everyone at school here, so dontt worry 
about their knowing now you rate them. Make sure you do not 
write your name on the ratings. Rate the three different 
board members according to the way you really felt about 
them. Use your instruction sheet and these pictures of the 
judges to make sure you remember who each .one was. Be cer-
tain to answer every question.· There are nine questions 
about each board member." 
Subjects then made their ratings and placed them in 
the envelopes. Before each subject left, he was asked 
about his own perception of his performance and about the 
way the power figures had behaved toward him. The experi-
menter attempted to alleviate any anxiety which a subject 
might have displayed at this time. The subject was also 
asked to promise that he ~uld speak to none of his 
acquaintances regarding what had happened and what questions 
were asked, since we wanted everyone to have an equal chance. 
It was also painted out that the grading was being done on a 
comparative basis, so that if the subject were to give 
information to a ~uture participant, this. would be to the 
former's own detriment. All subjects agreed not to dis-
seminate any information a~ter they had received tnis 
brie~ing. 
B. Procedural Controls 
(1) Control ~ the Mode o~ Assuming the Varioaa Power 
Roles 
In order to control ~or the ~act that there might 
be possible interaction e~~ects between a given power 
~igure's mode of assessing a certain power role and the 
particular type o~ power he possessed, two procedural pre-
cautions were taken: (a) Judges had no knowledge o~ the 
type of power they possessed for any subject. (b) The 
particular type of power a given judge possessed was varied 
from subject to subject. 
(2) Controls Related to the Nature and Dif~iculty of th~ 
Sports Questions 
Another ~actor which might have influenced the nature 
of experLmental di~ferences obtained was the nature o~ the 
sports questions themselves. If one judge asked all easy 
questions and another asked all difficult questions, this 
might make an important di~~erenee in individuals' perceptions 
of the judges. In order to control i'or this, a pretest group 
was asked to rate the qu.estions in terms of relative aiffi-
culty. Results of these ratings were used to assign ques-
tions o~ approximately equ.ivalent di~~icu.lty to each judge. 
(3) Controls Related .iQ. the Judges,' Cemments to ~ 
Su.bj_ects 
In the procedure, it will be recalled that after the 
subject had answered each of the first two qo.estions, the 
judge made a. comment o~ either a challenging or derisive 
nature. Although an attempt was made to have each judge say 
approximately the same thing in terms of meanirlg wi tb.out 
u.sing the same words, someone ndght wonder how comparable 
the comments actually were. (See step 4 of the procedure 
for the actual comments.) As a partial centrol for this 
factor, the scripts were rotated .frem judge to jadge fc;,r 
successive subjects. 
(4) Controls Related to Possibility of Di~ferential 
Recall £l Judges ~ Subdeets 
It ,may also be asked whether a given subject might. 
have recalled the behavior of one judge more easily than 
that of another because of the saccession in whieh the 
qu.estions 1-rere asked. Ratings of the judge who asked his 
questions last might differ from ratings of the other two 
because the su.bject recalled the last judge most readily. 
- ---------------
The following measures were taken to overcome this objection. 
First, the order of asking the nine questions was so ~rranged 
that each judge asked one of the last three questions. 
Second, the judge who asked his two questions first varied 
from subject to subject. Third, as an aid to recall, each 
subject had before him a picture of each of the judges and 
the sheet specifying the judge's type of power while he was 
making his ratings. 
c. Subjects' Awareness of the Power Variable 
Still another question arises. It might be wondered 
whether the subjects were really aware of the power differ-
ences among the judges. In order to check this, each sub-
ject was asked to recall the type of power possessed by 
each judge before he was allowed to enter the experimental 
room. In addition, he was allowed to carry with him into 
the experimental room a sheet of instructions specifying 
the type of power held by each judge. It was also empha-
sized to the subject that i-t was very important .for him 
to know the power differences. 
D. Reliability of the Measuring Instruments 
Reliability coefficients were computed for three 
different measuring instruments: (a) the Sports Preference 
Record (b) the scale measuring degree of agreement with 
father's perceived disciplinary attitudes and (c) the 
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In:feriority Scale. In ea.dh case, the Spearman-Brown :formula 
:for e stim.ating reliability :from two comparable ha·!J..-ves of a 
. 7 
test was used. Fer the S}l>orts .Pre:ference Record, the 
reliability was .86, for the Father Ssale .85, and f'or the 
Inreriority Scale .65. 
7 
is 
The Spearman-Brown formula :for estimating reliability 
1 I 
2 P·2 'fi 
- l i ·I 
+ r 2 TI 
• 
"' ·k~·~·-· •. , ;1 ............. > . 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT II 
The findings for the second experiment will be 
discussed separately for each of the hypotheses. For each 
hypothesis, the following materials will be presented: 
(a) the predictions stemming from the hypothesis, (b) the 
statis·ties used in analyzing the data, (e) the results in 
tabular form, (d) a brief discussion of each table, and 
finally, (e) any additional data relevant to the hypothesis. 
A more extended consideration of the implications of the 
results will be reserved for the discussion section. 
A. Hypothesis I 
AN INDIVIDUALtS PERCEPTION OF A POWER FIGURE WILL 
BE RELATED TO THE TYPE OF POWER POSSESSED BY THAT POWER 
FIGURE. 
Predictions 
(a) The punishing figure will be rated less 
favorably than the rewarder (in the combined results 
for groups both high and low in disagreement with 
father). 
(b) The rewarder will be rated more favorably 
than the neutral figure (for groups: both high and 
low in disagreement with father). 
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Questions dealing with six different perceptual 
dimensions were answered by the subjects for each power 
1 
figure. These dimensions included (a) the power figure's 
suitability for various roles (teacher, coach, and father), 
(b) his personal qualities (friendliness, warmth-coldness), 
(c) the subject 1 s estimate of the power figurets extent of 
liking or disliking him, (d) the way in which the other 
power figures were p.erceived to evaluate a particular power 
figUre, (e) the adequacy of his job performance, (f) and 
the extent of perceived similarity between the power figure 
2 
and the subject. In responding to each question, there 
were either seven or eight alternatives from which the 
subject could make his selection. 
1. Results for Predictions 
The Sign Test, a non-parametric statistic which 
involves counting the number of positive and negative dif-
ferences between pairs df observations, and then referring 
to a table of significance values, was utilized to compare 
responses to rewarding, neutral, and punishing figures. 
As can be seen in Table VI, results for only one of 
1 
It should be noted that the term u dimension" is being 
used to refer to one or more questions asked of the subject, 
all of which have some factor in common. For example, 
dimension (a) above includes three different questions, each 
of which refers to the power figurets suitability for a 
certain role. 
2 See Appendix B for the actual questions asked. 
' l 
I 
I 
TABLE VI 
RATINGS OF REWARDING, NEUTRAL, AND PUNISHING 
FIGURES ON WHICH DIFFERENCES WERE 
FOUND RELEVANT ·TO HYPOTHESIS I-lr 
POST-EXPERIMENTAL 
.QUESTIONS 
How do you think the 
other two judges feel 
about Mr. ? 
----
How do you think 
Mr. IDUld be 
as a father? 
How do you and Mr. 
compare? 
Other three perceptual 
RESULTS FOR REWARDER 
VS. NEUTRAL FIGURE 
R>N (.05) 
No diff. 
N > R ( .10) 
dimensions No diff. 
* ·R = Rewarder, N = Neutral Figure, P = Punisher. 
RESULTS FOR REWARDER 
VS. PUNISHING FIGURE 
R > P (. 01) 
R>~-P (.17) 
No diff. 
No diff. 
~ ~ 
__________________________ .......... .. 
the six perceptual dimensions are signi:ficant in the 
predicted direction. 
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It wili. also be observed in the Table that the 
primary predicted dit':f'erences o·ccurring are f'ol.llld .for the 
question which a.sks the subject to estimate the other power 
figures' attitudes toward the particular power figure being 
assessed. The :t'act that this question was a more indireot 
way of' assessing the subject's attitude than some of' the 
other questions may have contributed to the clarity_ of' the 
:finding.3"4 
2• Additional. Data. Rel.eva.nt 1Q ;Hypothesis ! 
Besides the results presented above, a :further step 
was taken in the analysis o:f' the data.· A breakdown of' 
responses t-9. the . .,Power figures was made in terms ~:f the 
extent o:f .. the subjects' attitu.di.na.l disagreements with their 
f'athers 1 aiscd.::plin~y. procedures. Results o:f this breakdown 
5 . 
are presented in Table VII. Again the Sign Test was the 
statistic used to carry out the analysis. 
3a:r. ante, P• 63, :f'or the perceptual dimensions covered 
by the-questions. 
qThe tendency :for the neutral f'igure to be rated as 
more similar· to the subject than the rewarder will be dis-
cussed later in a. section devoted to responses to the 
neu. tral. figure. 
5 . 
Of. ~, P• 30. 
Post-Experimental 
TABLE VII 
RATlNGS OF REWARDJNG, N:&JTRAL, AND PUNISHlNG POWER 
FIGURES CN QUESTICNS RELA.TED TO SUITABILITY FOR 
VARIOUS ROLES, .PJi;RSONAL QUALITIES, )ND .ESTW.-:-. 
TICN . OF THE ~AY :m. WHICH OTHER JUDGES .F~, ]3Y · 
THOSE HIGH AND IIJW m DISA.a:REEl!ENT WITH THEm 
FATHERS' DI_SCIPLlNARY ATTITUDES* 
HIGH DISAGREEMENT 
WITR FATHm 
Questions R vs. N. R vs. P N vs. p. R vs. N 
... 
'--' 
How do you think Mr. ·. ne R~P ne no 
would be as a teallberf diff. (.o>) diff. dif:f. 
H0W do you think Mr._ R?P no no no 
would be as a father? . dif!. (.o5) diff. diff. 
How do you think Mr. no no no R>N 
would be as a sports coach?' diff. diff. diff. (.o>) 
Do you think Yr .. _ is a 
friendl:,y or unfriendly no R>P no no 
sort of person? diff. (.02} diff. diff. 
Is Mr. a wazm. or a no R>P N>P .no 
cold person~ diff. (.02) (.o5) diff. 
How do you think the other R >N R>P no ··no 
two judges feel about Mr. __ ? (.o5) (.01) diff. diff •. 
Other tllr.ee perceptual no no no. no 
dimensions diff. diff.o diff. diff. 
'*R = Rewarder, N = Neutral Figure, P · = Punisher. 
IJJW DISAGREEMI!NT 
. WITH.'_ FATEfER. . 
R vs. P N vs. P 
ne nG 
diff. diff • 
. . .. . . . • ... · .. 
no ne 
diff. di!f. 
no P>N 
diff. (.05) 
' , / ~ ·' ~ • ./> ·~ .• " "' ~ 
no no 
diff. diff. 
. -no ........ -no •. "'. 
diff. diff. 
no········ ·no 
diff. difi'. 
no .. no 
diff. diff.· 0' ·0 
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As Table VII suggests, the high disagreement group 
is more respansive to power differences than the low dis-
agreement group. It should be noted that the majority of' 
signif'ieant eemparisens involve the rewarder and punislll.er 
rather than the neutral f'igure. The table also shows that 
resu.lts :for the sports coach question do not f'ollow the 
same pattern as these f'0r the teacher and father questions. 
On the teacher and f'ather questionsthe high disagree-
ment group rates the rewarder more .favorably than the panish-
er, whereas the low disagreement group does not. For the 
coach questian, the neutral figure is rated less :favorably 
than either rewarder. or punisher.by the low disagreement 
group, bo.t there are no dif'.terencea in ratings of the power 
figure.s by the high disagreement group. On qo.estions 
related to friendliness-unfriendliness, warmth-coldness, 
and -the extent to.which the subject thought the other power 
f'igures liked. a particular judge, the high. disagreement 
group show~~.dif'f'eren~es in predi~~ed although the low dis-
agreement .g.rot?-p did not. 
B. Hzyothes!!, g 
AN INDIVIDUAL 1 S DEGREE OF ;A.GREEMENT VIITH HIS 
FATHmR t S PERCEIVED DISCIPLINARY ATTITUDES WILL BE RELATED 
TO HIS PERCEl'TIONS OF REWARDING; N;EUTBAL, AND PUNISHING 
POWER FIGURES. 
Prediction 
Those who show least disagreement with their 
fathers' perceived disciplinary attitudes.will 
rate the power figures more .favorably than those 
who show most disagreement with their father's 
disciplinary attitudes. 
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1. Measurement of Father's and Son's Extent of Agreement 
Regarding Discipline 
It will be recalled that measurement of agreement 
between father and son regarding discipline was arrived 
at by having the son first record what he thought his 
father• s attitude was, then by indicating his own 
attitude. The measure of agreement was based upon the 
amount of discrepancy between the two responses to each 
item. It is apparent that the. score itself does not 
indicate the precise manner in which father aRd sen 
disagree, since it does not measure direction of disagree-
ment. It is possible that the son may feel that his father 
is less strict than he himself feels his father ought to 
be, or tbat his father is more strict than he ought to be. 
Actually, the results for the entire population were 
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strikingly consistent in that the father's attitudes were 
invariably perceived as more severe than those o~ the boy 
himself'. 
A further analysis of ~ather and son scores for 
both high and low disagreement groups was also made. For 
the f'ather.scores, it was f'oo.nd that the high disagreement 
group tends to perceive the father as ~rsher (result 
approaches signi:fid.ance) than does the low disagreement 
group. On the other hand, for the son scores, the reverse 
of' the :finding just mentioned occurs. In the latter case, 
the ~ow disagreement groil.p has significantly higher son 
scores than does the high disagreement group. 
If the responses of the entire sample on the 
father seale are considered for each item without breaking 
down the results into high and low disagreement groups, 
one is impressed not only with the. severity with which the 
boys perceive their fathe.rS' disciplinary attitudes, but 
also with the relative severity of the boys' own choices 
regarding disciplinary procedures. 
2. Results for Prediction 
Tablev.illnpresents the results for the prediction 
8 
based upon Hypothesis. II. The Chi Square statistic wa.s 
used in the analysis of the data. 
On the basis of Table~~~it ean be seen that the 
hypothesis is supported forthe teacher' and sports coach 
questions, and only when the power figures are appraised 
in rewarding and punishing roles. For five of the six 
perceptual dimensions and for the neutral role, with the 
exception of one case, results are essentially negative. 
For the ratings.of the neutral figure, the only difference 
which was found occt1rred for the question,· nrs Mr. a 
warm or a cold person?rt In this ease, the high disagree-
ment group perceived the neutral figure as warmer than did 
the low disagreement group,. which was a reversal of the 
tt 
prediction. 
3. Additional Data Relevant !~ Hypothesis li 
Two other sets of findings are of interest with 
regard to the second hypothesis. Taken together, they 
provide some striking inror.mation relevant to the general 
hypothesis. It will be recalled that part of the procedure 
Cf. ante, p. 34., footnote. 
~Thts finding will be discussed later when reactions to 
the neutral figure are considered in general. 
TABLE lf:U :n: 
COMPARISON OF COMBINED RATINGS FOR REWARDING 
AND PUNISHING POWER FIGURES BY SUBJECTS WRO WERE 
HIGH AND LOW IN DISAGREEMENT WITH THEIR FATHERS' 
PERCEIVED DISCIPLINARY ATTITUDES 
POST-EXPERIMENTAL 
QUESTIONS 
How do you think 
Mr._would be as 
a teacher? 
How do you think 
Mr. __ would be as 
a sports coach? 
Five other percep-
tual dimensions 
LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
< .03 
between 
.05 and .02 
no diff'. 
consisted of rotating the roles of the power figures from 
one subject to the next. Thus, if subject #1 were told 
that Judge A was the Rewarder, Judge B the Neutral Figure, 
and Judge C, the Punisher, subject #2 might be told that 
Judge A was the Punisher, Judge B, the Rewarder, and Judge 
C, the Neutral Figure, etc. In this way, it was hoped 
that we might control for interaction effects between 
judge and role. For example, Judge A in the rewarding 
role might be rated more favorably than Judge B or Judge 
C in the same role, a factor which might produce differ-
ences in the dependent variable which are simply a 
TABLE :i!JX 
DIFFERJ!NOES IN SUBJEJTS '· RAT:niGS OF JTJIX.tES A, B,, AND C 
WB]N OCCUPYJNG.THE SAME ROLE FOR HIGH AND LOWDISAGREE-
MJ!NT GROOPS .AND FOR RENARD:niG NEUTRAL AND PUNISHII:ifG 
ROLE:> 
SUBJIDTS m HIGH DISAGREJlM]NT SU13JECTS :m LOW DISAGREJ!M]NT 
WITH FATHER WITH FATHER 
Peat- Reward Neutral Punish Reward Neutral Punish 
Experimental Rele Role Role Role R0le Role 
Questions 
How de yeu 
think Mr. A>B 
would be as (.07- ne no no no no 
a teacher? .o8) di:tf. diff. diff. diff. diff. 
How do you 
think Mr. A>B 
would be asa (.07- no no no no no 
sports coach? .08) diff. diff. diff. dif£. diff. 
Do you think overall 
Mr. is a diff. 
friencrcy or among A, 
unfriendly B, & C 
sort of ne n~D (.07- no no ne 
person? diff. diff. .o8) diff. dif.(. di.ff. 
How do you A>B 
think Mr. (.07-
did his job? .08) 
c B 
(.07- nQ na no no no 
.08) diff. diff. diff. diff. diff. 
How do yw 
think the 
other two A>B 
judges feel no ne (.02- ne no ne 
about Mr. ? diff. diff. .03) di:ff. diff. diff. 
-
Is Mr. a A>B A::>B 
- (.07- (.07-warm. or a no no no no 
cold person?: .oB) .08) diff. diff. diff. diff. 
How do you A> C A> B 
and Mr •. (.02- no no (.02- no no 
compare? .03) diff. diff. .03) diff. diff. 
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resultant of the judge's personality rather than of the 
independent variable which was of primary interest. 
Although the retation procedure was adGpted, it was 
recognized tba t su.cb. a procedure eonld not el.iminate 
interaction effects between judge and role, but could 
onl.y aid in distributing these ef'f'eets equally among the 
three roles. 
In order to determine whet1teF the two grGups 
dif'f'ering in am.Gunt af d.isagre.emeE.t. with their fatlaers' 
discipl.inary attitudes differed. also in their ratings 
of' the three jud.ges wllen ~11 occupied the same role, an 
analysis was carried out for each question. Tb.us, ratings 
of' the three judges were cempared i:n reward, neutral, a:md 
punishing roles on eaeh questie:n fer the high and 1ow ala-
agreement groo.ps. The statistic ased in d0ing this a:aalysis 
8 
was the K-Sample Slippage Test, a non-parametric technique. 
Results of the an.alysis are set f0rth i:a. Table 1.4 .• 
Examination <:>f' Table IX shows that in nine instances, 
significantly different ratings are given ta judges in the 
same role by the ·high disagreement grou.p, but that in. only 
8 The fonnula :for this stati.stic is 
l-r(2r-l) (K-1) 
·2Kn 
• 
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one instance do ratings given to dirrerent judges in the 
same role dirfer significantly within the low disagreement 
group. 
Further study of Table DX. indicates that the differ-
ences between high and low groups are not confined to a 
single question, but encompass questions relevant to the 
power rigurets ability as a teacher, as a coach, his .friend-
liness or unfriendliness, warmth or coldness, the extent to 
which the other judges like or dislike him, and the way he 
did his job. It is also evident that the di.fferences in 
ratings of the power figures by the high d~sagreement grGups 
are conf'ined almo.st exclusively to the rewarding and punish-
roles. This suggests that these were the role per.formances 
to which the high group was most attentive. Finally, it can 
be observed that the dif.ferences in ratings of judges show 
one judge being rated consistently higher than another 
speciric judge by the high disagreement group. Perhaps 
these were the two judges whose behavior toward the subjects 
objectively dif.fered most. 
One other set of' f'indings offers some cle.rif'ication 
of the meaning of the results just presented. If the 
results for high and low disagreement groups are analyzed 
in ter.ms of the number of subjects who rate two power figures 
the same, as compared with the number who rate the power 
figures differently, certain differences are found. For the 
friendliness question regarding the comparison between reward-
ing and neutral figures, the high disagreement group has a 
significantly lower number of equal ratings than does the low 
disagreement group. The same result is found for friendli-
ness on comparisons between neutral and punishing figures. 
However, on the question having to do with job performance 
for the comparison between neutral and punisher, a reversal 
of the results just mentioned is obtained. In this latter 
case, the low disagreement group has a significantly lower 
number of equal ratings than does the high disagreement group. 
These findings suggest that the subjects who differ in atti-
tude toward father are sensitized to somewhat different 
aspects of the power figures' behavior. Those high in dis-
agreement with father are somewhat more likely to make dis-
crimination with regard to the personal characteristics of 
the power figures, whereas those low in disagreement with 
father tend to react differently to the various power 
figures' job performances. 
Although the data indicate that the high disagree-
ment group was more sensitive to the personal characteris-
tics of the power figures than was the low disagreement 
group, the accuracy of these personality discriminations 
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was not able to be assessed. A.ll that may be said. is that 
the discriminations made are consistent with the observations 
ot: the experimenter and of' one of the power figures with whom 
the di.fferences were discussed. 
C. Hypothesis III 
THE ExTENT TO WHICH TEE INDIVIDUAL REPORTS THE: 
PRESENCE OF INFERIORITY FEELINGS WILL. BE RELATED TO HIS 
RATINGS OF POWER FIGURES. 
Prediction 
The power figures will be rated differently by 
subjects of moderate ini'eri0rity from ratings given 
them by subjects who are high on the inferiority seale. 
1. Measurement 2.£. Inf'erierity Feelings 
In pretesting the inferiority seale with 37 subjects, 
a score range of approximately 50 seale points had been 
obtained, with an edd-even reliability af .89. For the par-
pose of' seleetimg the best items from the scale f0r use with 
the test group, an analysis was done to determine the rela-
-tionship of each item to the total test score. As a result 
of this analysis, approximately six items from the earlier 
seale were n0t included. in the scale used with the final 
test group. EXamination of the distributions of sceres for 
both the entire sample aRd f'or the experimental groups shows 
that both distributions have approximately the same median 
7(/, 
and range. For the entire sample (N = 112) the median is 
55.8 and the range from 29 to 85, and for the experimental 
sample (N = 48) the median is 56.0 and the range also from 
29 to 85. When the reliability for the experimental group 
is compared with the pretest reliability, a considerable 
discrepancy is noted. For the experimental group the scale 
reliability is .65 as compared with the pretest reliability 
of .89. In view of the fact that the poorer items were 
eliminated through pretesting, the decline in reliability 
is rather surprising. One difference between experimental 
and pretest groups might be thought to account for this. 
The pretest group consisted primar'ily of l4 and 15 year olds, 
whereas the experimental group was composed of 12, 13, and 
14 year olds. Since consistent responding to the scale 
demands a certain amount of ability to introspect, it was 
reasoned that this ability might be less well developed in 
the 12 and 13 year old than in the l4 and 15 year old. When 
the data are actually checked, however, to determine whether 
the larger and more frequent inconsistencies occur for the 
older group than for the younger group, this is not the case. 
One other possible answer to this dilemma seems to 
be that although there are differences in reliability, the 
test group was more heterogeneous than the pretest group. 
In the test group, there were seventh, eighth, and ninth 
graders, while in the pretest group there were only ninth 
graders. Also in the pretest group, the accompanying 
battery of tests was different from that of the test group 
battery. This introduces another variable which may have 
been influential in lowering the reliability.le 
2. Results for Prediction 
l~ Wilcoxonts test for unpaired replicates was used 
in testing this prediction. For five of 27 comparisons, 
significant differences were found between middle and high 
inferiority groups. Questions on Which the differences 
occurred were those having to do with the suitability of 
the power figure for· the teacher role, warmth-coldness, and 
perceived similarity between the power figure and the sub-
ject. More specifically, the moderate inferiority group 
rated the rewarder higher on the teacher question than did 
the high inferiority group; the moderate inferiority group 
rated both rewarder and punisher higher on the war~-cold 
question than did the high inferiority group, and again on 
the question regarding perceived similarity between subject 
].;E)A recent article by .John Doris and Seymour Sarason, 
"l'Test Anxiety and Blame Assignment in a Failure Situation, n 
.Journal of Abnormal ~ Social Psychology, L, 3, pp. 335-338, 1955; is one illustratlon of the importance of test 
administration in influencing the results obtained. Here 
it was found that if a certain order of administering were 
followed at first and then reversed when studying subjectst 
reactions to failure, the results varied according to the 
order of test administration. In the present experiment, 
the differences from pretest to the testing battery might 
also cause differences in results. · 
11The test involves ranking the combined samples, then 
taking the smaller rank total and determining the probabil-
ity of its occurrence. 
and power £igure, the moderate inferiority group rated 
rewarder and punisher higher than did the high in£eriority 
group. All dif£erences just mentioned were significant at 
the .05 level or better. Since one would expect between one 
and two significant comparisons rather than five significant 
comparisons out of twenty-seven and in view of the fact that 
the inferiority scale was low in reliability, the results 
do offer partial support for the hypothesis. 
). 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS I AND II 
Since both studies are so closely interrelated, the 
findings of both shall be considered jointly. Thus, within 
the four fol~o~ng sections, all six hypotheses will be 
taken into consideration. 
A. Similarities and Differences between the First and 
Second Experiments 1£ the Subjects 1 ·Responses to the 
Rewarding, Neutral ~ Punishi~ Figures 
The first hypothesis in both experiments was con-
cerned with the effects of power figures' possession of 
different types of power upon subjects' evaluations of them 
along various dimensions. Although nine questions were 
asked ~egarding the ~ubject~t perceptions of the power fig-
Ures in t~e second experiment and only two were asked in the 
first experiment, direct comparisons may be made between 
results for first and second experiments on these two ques-
tions. The questions included in both experiments were 
concerned with the power figures' friendliness and the sub-
jeet:Ht estimate of the extent to which the power figures 
liked him. In the first experiment, significant differences 
were found between high reward, neutral, and high punishing 
power figures, with rewarding figures::' being ranked higher ..,... 
than neutral and punishing figures. Results for low 
punishing ~igures were also consistent with this ~inding. 
In the second experiment, however, only those who were high 
in disagreement with their ~athers' disciplinary procedures 
rated the rewarder higher than the punisher. For the 
~riendliness question with the higq disagreement group, the 
di~ference was signi~icant at the .02~·J.evel, bu.t ~or the 
liking question, the rewarder was rated higher than punisher 
at the .17 level of significance, which constitutes only a 
trend in the predicted direction. On both these questions, 
the low disagreement group shows no di~ferences among all 
three power figures. In the second experiment, the overall 
differences in the total group's ratings o~ the power ~ig­
ures found in the ~irst experiment are not present for 
either ~riendliness or liking. 
These appear to be several. ~actcr s that might be 
related to this discrepancy in results between the first and 
second experiments.. First, the way in which power was in-
duced di~~ered in the two experiments. In the first experi-
ment, money motivation was utilized, whereas in the seeond 
experiment, motivation was induced by giving the power 
~igures di~~erent types of control in assessing the sub-
ject's per~or.mance on ego-relevant material. A second 
difference between the two experiments was the fact that 
subjects were selected in the second experiment on the 
basis of attitudes toward ~ather, thus excluding the middle 
half' of' the same distribution. No such selections or 
exclusions were made in the first experiment. Still another 
difference between the two experiments lay in the nature of' 
the subjects themselves. In the second experiment, su.bjeets 
were drawm from aE. "!).pper-middle and lower-upper socio-
economic stratwm, whereas in the first exper±ment subjects 
were of' upper-lower to lower-middle socio-economic class. 
Also, the greups generally differed in terms o:t ethnic 
origins. On the basis of' the experimenter's observ~tions, 
the settlement house group used in.the f'irst experiment 
appeared mor_e direct in expr.es sing aggression and generally 
seemed a more hostile group in their relationships with 
authority figures than did the sample used in the seoond 
study. Thus it may well have been the case that if' a scale 
of' attitudes toward father had been given in the first · 
experiment, the results :f'or the entire group wou+d have 
corresponded qu.ite closely to those of the high disagreement 
grou.p in the second exper~en.t sample, rather than being dis-
tributed in the manner of' the eBtire grou.p used in the second 
experiment .. 
As the preceding discussion has indicated, it i.s 
dif'f'icu.lt to account f'or the dif'f'erence s ·in. overall reaction 
to the power f'1:~ures for the two experiments in. terms of' a 
single fact<Dr because there were so many ways in which the 
first experimental situation differed f.rom the second. The 
experimental design was purposely changed to allow more 
careful observation of perso~ality factors and to determine 
whether power induced in a different way would produce the 
same results as it had in the first experiment and thereby 
created differences between first and second experiments. 
Without the benefit of any other experimental evidence, 
however, it appears possible that not only the different 
modes of inducing power but the other differences in condi-
tions between experiments which have been cited could have 
been instrwnental in producing differences in the dependent 
variable. 
The question also arises concerning the possible 
explanation for the fact that the groups differing in atti-
tudes toward rather were differentially sensitive to power 
gradations among the judges. Those high in disagreement 
with father rated the power figures differently seven times 
in the predicted manner on the basis of their power, whereas 
the low disagreement group did this only twice. The high 
disagreement group reacted more to differences in type of 
power than did the low disagreement group. Perhaps this 
may be accounted for if the possible behavioral consequences 
of agreement or disagreement with one•s father are consid-
ered. If disagreement with the father were high in the 
area of disciplinary control, it is likely that such 
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attitudes of d'isagreement arose from a :p.umber of situations 
in which the subject b.a.d been discus sed or in which the boy 
had attempted to behave in ways which the father did not 
sanction. In order .for the rather to maintain his contrGl 
over the child in such a case, his exercise o.f power would 
be necessary, probably on some occasions in a restrictive 
and perhaps punitive fashion. Where the son agrees with his 
father on disciplinary procedures, it wol:ild likewise be 
expected that the father weuld . .find it less necessary- to 
exercise his power over. the child .frequently in order to 
achieve the desired behavioral result. Thus the power func-
tion of the f'athe~ would not be accentaated to tb.e same extent 
in the .forme.r ease. Where there is high disagreement with 
rather, the latter's power fu.n.ctions may further be emphasized 
if' the son who i'inds himself restricted by paternal attitudes 
. begins to display oppos:tt·ional tendencies, not primarily f'or 
the purpose of achieving the behavioral end which gave rise to 
the disagreement, but primarily as a challenge to the father. 
Disagreement between !'ather and son might also arise when the 
father's own neurotic problems result in his using highly 
restrictive and punitive control techniques in his relatlom.sb.ip 
with the son, regardl.ess of' the son's demeanor. A.ll of the 
factors mentioned would have the same general. effect upon the 
childts perception of his father and other authority figures, 
i.e., placement of increased stress in the .father-son rela-
tionship upon the power attribq,tes of' the father and upon the 
way in which the parental .figure utilizes these power atbribntes. 
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This heightened perceptiveness of' authority :f'igures' 
power attributes by those who disagree strongly with their 
fathers' disciplinary procedures.would certainly have been 
predictable from the Bruner and Postman f'ormulation of 
1 
mechanisms operating in perceptual behavi.or. These authors 
suggest that the organism strives to perceive those features 
of a stimulus situation which are considered most relevant 
to adjustment. In highly threatening situations, the most 
ada~E~Ve type of response consists of increased attentiveness 
to the source o:r threat. Thus, for subjects high in disagree-
ment with their fathers' disciplinary procedures, the most 
threatening aspect of interacting with power figures has to 
do with the latters' possession and use· of power, rather than 
with their job per.formances and other role obligations not so 
clearly associated with possession and exercise of power. 
B. Post-Hoc In£erences Regard~ ~ RelationshiE between 
Attitude Toward Father and. Attitude toward Other 
Authority Figures 
When combined results for the first and second 
hypotheses of the seeond study are considered, they raise a 
question regarding just what has been generalized by the 
1 . 
Jerome Bruner and Leo Postman, "An Approach to Social 
Perception, n In W. Dennis (ed.), Current Trends in Social 
Psychology, .pp. 71-118, 194~· -
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subject from his relationship with hl.s father to his 
relationships with other authority figures. It is suggested 
on the basis of the findings that the nature of the father-
son relationship may have at Je ast three consequences for 
the child's attitudes toward <:>ther male authority figures. 
These consequences may.be f'onuulated as hypotheses in the 
f'ollowing way: 
(1) Attitude toward f'ather's disciplinary procedures 
may be related to the extent to which the individual responds 
to and evalua tea other power figures on the basis of power 
differences. The results of' Experiment II demonstrated that 
when the boy agrees with his .father, he reacts less in the 
experimental situation on the basis of the type of' power 
possessed by the power figure than if' he is in strong dis-
agreement with his father. '1-Thus, disagreement between father 
and son in the matter of pa:bernal control is a·ccompa.nied by 
heightened perceptiveness to types of' control utilized by 
other power figures. 
(2) Attitude toward .father's disciplinary proced.-
ures may be related to the individual's degree of' sensitivity 
to a given power figure's enactment of' a particular role as 
well as his personal characteristics in that role. Accord-
ing to the experimental results, those high in paternal 
disagreement showed a greater t·endency to perceive 
dif.ferenees in the way in which a rewarding or 
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punishing role was enacted than did the low disagreement 
group. In the preceding discussion it was noted that one 
consequence o~ high disagreement with ~ather was marked 
preoccupation with the latterts power .function. Such a 
supposition might also help to explain the ~inding just 
mentioned. 
(3) The types o~ sensitivity the individual shows 
in his relationships with other power ~igures may be related 
to his attitude toward his ~ather's disciplinary procedures. 
The high disagreement group showed some tendency to be more 
sensitized to di~~erences in personal characteristics (e.g., 
~riendliness). o~ a given power ~igure, than was the low dis-
agreement group, which responded more to _di~~erences in the 
way in which the power ~igures per.for.med their jobs. The 
low disagreement group thus appeared more attentive to the 
task-relevant aspects o~ the power ~igures 1 per~or.mance than 
did the high disagreement group. 
C. ·Responses to the Neutral Figure 
A close examination o~ the data relevant to responses 
to the neutral ~igure suggests at least two important incon-
gruities which merit discussion. First, although the neutral 
role was experimentally de.fined as· the least power.ful role in 
the ~irst experiment, the results showed that the neutral 
~igure exerted more overt in£luence than did the punishing 
figures, and more covert i~laance than both rewarding and 
punishing figures. One might have expected that the neutral 
f'igure~~would exert more covert influence than the punishing 
figures, but certainly not more than the rewarders. 
Two other related but rather puzzling findings were 
also obtained. In the second experiment, there was a strong 
tendency for the subjects to respond, when asked how they 
compared with the various power figures, that they were 
more similar to the neutral figure than the rewarder. It 
was further found on the warm-cold question that the group 
high in disagreement with father's disciplinary attitudes 
rated the neut~al figure as warmer than did the low·disagree-
ment group. 
These findings sugge·st several things. · Fir.st, the 
experimental situation seems to have produced within the 
subjects a generalized awareness of the power dimension. 
They therefore felt quite reasonably most similar to the 
neutral figure, who, like they themselves, was low in power. 
The finding on the war.m-cold question suggests that the sub-
jects who in past situations were somewhat more acutely 
aware of their own lack of power (i.e., the high disagreement 
group) had a somewhat stronger attachment to the neutral fig-
ure than did the low disagreement group. In fact, it might 
be proposed as an additional post-hoc hypothesis that strength 
of identification ~dth the neutral figure might be related to 
feelings of powerlessness. 
The fact that the neutral figure exerted more covert 
influence than either rewarder or punisher does not support 
the Hymovitch-Sprinthall findings, in which there was a 
direct relationship between the possession of power to'reward 
and the exertion of influence. ·Certain differences between 
the two experimental situations might account for the discrep~ 
ancy in the two sets of findings. In the present experiment, 
the measllre of covert agreement was obtained a week after 
initial measl1res, and the subjects were consciously aware 
that they were judging their own extent of agreement with 
the power figure. In the Hymovitch-Sprinthall experiment, 
the power figure had power over the subjects in a sitllation 
other than the one in which they were currently performing, 
and subjects were not able to report awareness of the fact 
that they were altering their judgments in the direction of 
agreement with this power figure. 
D. Inferiorit~ Feelings and Responses to the Power Figures 
A question remains regarding. the reasons for which 
more expected relationships between inferiority feelings and 
evalua t.ion of the power figures were not found. Certainly 
the as~umption from which the hypothesis stems, i.e., that 
there is a reciprocal relationship between self-evaluation 
and the evaluation of others, is one for which we have a 
good deal o~ clinical evidence. Several explanatory factors 
may be advanced in accounting for this apparent dilemma. 
First, it will be recalled that the initial portion of the 
experiment consisted o~ el~inating ~rom the study all those 
boys having low interest in sports. In view of the fact 
that the 12-14 year old age group is one in which interest in 
sports is quite typtcal and pronounced, a lack o~ interest in 
this area may have other implications in terms o~ withdrawal 
fro.m. social interaction and possible feelings o~ inability to 
compete. In other words, it might well have been that our 
selection procedure was one which systematically el~inated 
from the study those boys who were actually highest in 
inferiority ~eelings. Had these boys been included, our dis-
tribution of inferiority scores might have been quite different. 
A second.factor influencing the inferiority data has 
already been mentioned, i.e., the. lack of reliability and 
validity o~ the instrument itself. Although it was suggested 
that the ef~ects of low reliability were minimized by taking 
extreme scores on the inferiority score distribution, the 
importance of the low reliability and validity should not be 
disregarded. 
Third, the nature o~ the experimental situation itself 
must be considered as an important determinant of the results 
obtained. If we examine the individual items in the i~erior­
ity scale and also bear .in mind the nature o~ the experimental 
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situation, it appears possible that the experimental situation 
was not adequate for activating areas of concern mentioned on 
the inferiority scale. The experimental situation was pri-
marily designed to emphasize features relevant to the first 
three hypotheses, rather than allowing for maximal impact 
of the subject's inferiority feelings. Actually, the experi-
mental setting consisted of placing a person highly inter-
ested in sports and probably possessing a good deal of infonn-
ation about sports in an examination situation. Although it 
is true that an oral ex~ination might activate self concern, 
the fact that the situation was of such short duration (seven 
to eight minutes) tended to keep subjects from becoming really 
demoralized about their own performances. Perhaps a situation 
in which the subject was somehow subjected to repeated fail-
ures and to strong social disapprobation would have been more 
effective in introducing factors more related to those 
measured by the inferiority scale. 
CHAl>TERVII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Within the present research ~ramework, some 
Lmportant determinants of an individaal•s respanses to 
various types of power figures have been studied. On the 
basis of the Lewinian thesis that individual behavior is 
a product of the interaction between envir<Dmnental and 
personality determinants, both these cla.sses of variables 
were included in the investigation. 
It was thecorized that the type of power possessed by 
a given power figure, i.e., power to reward or power to pun-
ish, would influence an individual's responses to that power· 
.figmre. In a prelLminary study desigaed to test this general-
ization, an experimental situation was created in which sub-
jects interacted with five power figures. The power figures 
consisted of a. high rewarding figure, a. lcow rewarder, a 
neutral figure, a low pUnisher, and a high punisher. The 
comparative amount of influence able to be exerted by each 
type of power f'igure upon the subject was studied by having 
the subject solve ambiguous problems both. before and after 
the power figures.had.made suggestions regar~ing the correct 
solutions. Solutions were of'f.ered by the su.bjects both 
immediately after the power f'igares had made their 
suggestions and again one _week later. 
Results of the preliminary study showed that the 
rewarding figures were rated more favorably than the neutral 
of punishing figures. Contrary to expectationss when the 
subjects solved the problems a: week after the power figures 
had given their suggestions, it was found that the neutral 
figure exerted more i,nf'luerice than did either the rewarding 
or punishing figures. 
Since the type and amount of'. power possessed by the 
power figures were net sUfficient to account for some of the 
data derived f'rom the preliminary study, a second experiment 
was conducted in which certain individual personality charac-
teristics of the subject were more systematically taken into 
accottnt as deter.minants of his responses to the power figures. 
The individual's degree of agreement with his father's disci-
plinary procedures was chosen as the major variable for 
further investigation. An additional variable whose effects 
were also studied was the individual• s manif'est int'eriority 
feelings. Power was induced differentl_y in the second study 
from the way it bad been indllced in the first study. Instead 
of having the power figures c.ontrol the subject by giving 
tham the power to give or take away money from the subject, 
the power figures were now given varying types of control in 
evaluating the subject's performance on a task, the results 
of which would supposedly be reported to the subject's 
principal and teachers. 
In addition to the prediction made in the first study 
to the effect that the rewardine; figure would be rated more 
favorably than either the neutral or punishing figure, pre-
dictions involving the two personality variables were also 
made. It was predicted that those who showed most agreement 
with their .fathers' perceived disciplinary procedures would 
rate the power figures more .favorably than·would those who 
showed least agreement with their .fathers• disciplinary 
methods. An ancillary prediction also included was that 
those of moderate inferiority would rate the power figures 
differently :from the ratings. given them by subjecfts high on 
the inferiority scale. 
In order to test these predictions, fifty subjects 
who had been selected from a larger population of the basis 
of strong interest in.sports and either high or low agree-
ment with their .fathers' disciplinary procedures were inter-
viewed one at a time by three judges who asked them questions 
about sports. Prior to the interview, subjects were told 
that the purp0se of the interview was to determine their 
knowledge o.f sports and to observe their behavior in an oral 
examination setting. Variations in the type of power 
possessed by each judge were induced by instructing each 
subject that in assessing his interview performance, one 
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judge could only give points, another could only take them 
away, whereas the third judge could only make suggestions 
to the first two. Results of' the assessment were to be 
reported to the subject's principa+ and teache~s. After 
the subject had left the interview situation, he rated 
each judge on nine questions cover~g six perceptual 
dimensions. 
Analysis of the data in ter.ms of the subject8 1 
degree of' agreement with their fathers• disciplinary 
procedures showed that those who were low in agreement with 
father demonstra·ted a greater tendency than those high in 
agreement with father to rate the rewarder more favorably 
than the neutral or punishing figure. In addition, the 
low agreement group. was more responsive than was the high 
agreement group to dif'f'erences in the ways that various 
judges assumed the same power role. It was also found 
that those low in agreement with father showed less aware--
ness of' diff'erenees in power figures 1 job perf'or.mances and 
more awareness of differences in power figures• personal 
characteristics than did those high in agreement with father. 
Although in need of further corroboration, there were 
some f'indirigs that suggested a relationship between the extent 
of an individual's manifest inferiority feelings and his re-
actions to power figures. Individuals of moderate manifest 
inferiority feelings showed a tendency_ t_o_ rate the power 
:figures more :favorably than did individuals high in manifest 
inferiority feelings. 
A primary conclusion' of the present research is that 
some understanding o.f an individual's relationship with his 
.father is useful in comprehending his responses to other 
authority figures.· It has been clearly shown that the 
individual's relationship with his father is an important 
determinant of the extent to which. he is aware (a) of di:f-
ferences in the way in which various power figures as.sume 
the same role and (b) of power gradations among different 
role occupants. It is also a determinant o:f the relative 
I 
amount of attention he pays ta th.e power figure's jobper-
.formanee and personal characteristics. However, it must 
· also be recognized that the reality attributes o:f the power 
:figures themselves are central determinants of the individ-
ual's responses to them. Because discussions in the litera-
ture have been based u.pon work wi.th psychotics and neurotics, 
they have perhaps overemphasized the importance o:f transfer-
ence in nermals. Although subjects in the present study did 
·show di:fferent responses to the authority figures in accerd-
ance with their attitudes toward :father, the dif:ferenees 
obtained on the .post-experimental questions were all within 
a relatively narrow range •. 
Results of the J>resent experiments point to the need 
fer making a distinction between power to reward and power te 
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punish, both in conceptual and in operational definitions 
of pewer. The implication is present that results of 
power experiments already performed might not be the same 
if the power concept were further differentiated so that 
it included power to punish as well as power to reward. 
A nwmber of areas for future research stemming from 
the present investigations are the following: 
(a) The relation between attitudes toward father 
and efficiency of task perfor.mance under the supervision 
of authority figures having various kinds and amo~nts of' 
power. 
{b) The.relation between attitudes toward father 
and perception of a counselor who is relatively silent as 
approving or disapproving. 
(c) Attitllde toward father as a determinant of 
the criteria an individual uses for evaluating authority 
figures' influence attempts. Work might be done to 
investi~ate whether those having faverable attitudes 
toward .father base their. reactions. to power figures' 
influence attempts more on.the content of the influence 
attempt itself and leas on the personal characteristics 
of the power figure than do those unfavorably disposed 
toward .father. 
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(d) Attitude toward rather as a determinant of' an 
individQ.al's behavior once he himself is placed in a power 
role. Whether or not he attempts to expan.d the sphere of' 
control af:forded by the roleso his degree of' sensitivity to 
others' infringements upon his sphere of contrail' and his 
beaavior teward su.bordina tea might all be investigated i.n 
relation to attitude toward father. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS, PROBLEM-STORIES, BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION REGARDING PERSON DESCRIBED IN EACH PROBLEM-
STORY, MONEY MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE, RATING SCALE USED 
BY SUBJECTS IN THEIR EVALUATIONS OF TEE PROBLEM STORIES, 
POST-EXPERIMENTP~ RATING SHEET, AND SENT$NCE COMPLETION 
TEST ADMINISTERED TO THE SUBJECTS IN EXPERIMENT I 
INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN W EACH SUBJECT BY THE EXA.l\ITNER 
IN EXPERIMENT I 
General Purpose of the Experiment 
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11 This is a study or leadership being conducted by 
the Boston University Leadership Program. We're especially 
interested in your age group because this is the time when 
leaders in groups really begin to show up. One of the 
things we know is that leaders are people Who know what they 
themselves are like, as well as knowing how to judge problem 
situations. Today we're going to ask you how you would 
judge some problem situations, and next time wetll be asking 
you a few things about yourselves. We'll tell you more 
about this as you go along. From now on, each person should 
work completely on his own. If there is anything about the 
instructions you do not understand, ask me about them and I 
will explain them further." 
Money Motivation Questionnaire Administration 
uBefore we begin with the problem situations, there 1 s 
something else Itd like you to do first. Please write your 
name and number at the top or the questionnaire you've just 
received. For all the questions except the last one, check 
the one answer to the question that best describes your 
feelings. For the last question, if the answer to the first 
part is 'yes, t write the amount or allowance you receive. 
If your answer to the first part is tno, 1 leave the second 
part blank. n 
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Awarding Money For Experimental Participation 
11Be.fore we begin with the problem stories, I muld 
like to tell you that the Boston University Leadership 
Program has authorized us to give you each $1.75 .for par-
ticipating in this study. 11 (Experimenter then gave $1.75 
to each subject in a sealed envelope.) 
Introduction to the Problem Situations 
ffNow I want you to listen carefully. Wetre going 
to play to you .five problem situations. In each case, you 
are to decide what you think the person who has the problem 
is going to do --how he's going to solve it. In each case, 
one o.f these gentlemen in the .front o.f the room will give 
you some information about the person telling the story, in 
order to help you in making your decision. Show your answer 
by marking the number 'I' a.fter the alternative you thiru{ is 
right. Write your name and number on the .front sheet o.f 
your answer book. A+so make certain that you show how sure 
you are o.f your answer by marking the number rir in the 
space provided on the lower portion o.f the answer sheet 
.for each problem. 11 
Instructions Relevant to the Judgesr Power Functions 
(Subjects were given a copy o.f the .following 
instructions to read, in order that they might be able to 
re.fer to them .from time to. time. The experimenter read only 
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the introductory portion of the instructions, since the 
particular judge who had a given type of power varied from 
subject to subject.) 
"After you have decided a second time upon the 
solution to each problem, .as a result of hearing the 
problems again and of the judgesr recommendations, the 
judges will meet to look over your solutions. The amount 
of money you finally take home will depend upon their 
decisions. However, each judge will have different 
authority. 
(1) MR. CLARK ••••.... Will be able to give you an additional 
$1.50 besides the $1.75 now in your 
envelope, if he so decides. 
(2) MR. KIEFFER •••.•• Will be able to give you an additional 
$.25 besides the $1.75 now in your 
envelope, if he so decides. 
(3) MR. SI~NS •••••• Will make recommendations, but will not 
be able to give any extra money, or 
take any away. 
(4) MR. MANN ••••....• Will be able to take away $.25 from the 
$1.75 in your envelope, if he so 
decides. 
(5) MR. REARIX:lN ••.••• Will be able to take away $1.50 from 
the $1.75 in your envelope, if he so 
decides." 
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Instructions for Post-Epxerimental Ratings 
"The sponsors of the leadership program think it 
pretty important that they know how the fellows who are 
doing the judging are making out. Now I 1 d like you to rank 
the judges on their personalities. It is important that 
you give each judge the rank you feel he deserves. The 
judges aren't going to know how you rate them, and this 
won't affect the amount of money you'll be getting. n 
Instructions for Final Ra.tings One Week After Initial 
Ratings 
"Do you all remember the stories you judged last 
week? Vell, this time I 1 d like you to hear them again, and 
then show what you think the solution to each problem should 
be. I am giving you answer sheets on which are marked the 
judgesr recommendations regarding the solution for each_ 
problem. Remember, we want your honest opinions. No money 
will be given or taken away on the basis of the way you 
. ' 
answer. Give your true feelings f'or each problem. " 
FIVE STORIES USED 
AS PROBLEM-SOLVING 
SITUATIONS FOR SUBJECTS 
IN EXPERIMENT I 
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JIM RANKIN 
I. 
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11I 've been coach of our football team now for three 
years, and each year something new has come up. Here's 
what happened recently, for example. 
11 This is about one of our players, Jim Rankin. Jim 
came out for the team this spring and really looked like a 
candidate to be a regular lineman. When the season began, 
he and Joe Fox traded off as first stringers. Tnings went 
great for the early part of the season, until Jim was dis-
qualified for starting a fistfight over a penalty. He was 
not allow~d to play for the rest of the season. Well, the 
team went on to win the eastern championship, which means 
that each first string player will get a share of the prize 
money. 
11 The other day, I talked to the team about cutting 
Jim in on the winnings. Some of the boys argued against it, 
and claimed that the toughest part of the games were in the 
middle and at the end of the season, just when Jim didntt 
play. Not many of the fellows like Jim, because he's a 
pretty cocky guy. My left halfback claimed that Jim wouldnrt 
cut anybody else in if he were in our shoes. But a few of 
the fellows argued that no matter whether we like him or not, 
Jim ought to get a share. On the other hand, we really 
didn't win a lot of money, and we're only cutting first 
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stringers in anyway. Maybe some of the second and third 
stringers would think it was unfair if Jim got cut in and 
they didntt, because after all, they played too. The final 
decision is up to me, but I dontt know how to please every-
body. Jim's playing did help us, and so I want to be fair 
to him -- but I also want to be fair to the team. 11 
FRANK BARDOL 
II. 
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"Frank Bardol has been one of our regular salesmen 
now for quite some time. ~en we first-hired him3 we 
thought he showed a lot of promise, and in many respects he 
hasntt disappointed us. Not only has he kept the old cus-
tomers in his territory, but he 1 s gotten some new ones. 
That is up until recently. 
11 A few weeks ago, Frank was seeing one of his big-
gest customers about increasing the size of his regular 
order. There was some misunderstanding about it 3 and from 
what we can find out, Frank told the customer ~'Where to 
get off. 1 As a result, wetve lost our contract with that 
company completely. 
nNow, Itve been talking with the other board 
members about what to do with Frank. Some feel that Frank 
has really made a mistake and should be fully punished for 
it. Others say that there is no reason to punish Frank for 
just one mistake, that everyone makes some mistakes. But 
the objection to that seems to be that if we let Frank go 
unpunished, the others will think that they can get away 
with the same thing. One member "Who knows Frank fairly 
well says that if we punish him, it will only turn him 
against us, and hers liable to do the same thing over again. 
Since I have to make the final decision about this, I think 
It 11 • . . • n 
SGT. CRANSHAW 
III. 
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"As a Battery Co:rrrmander in the Artillery, Itve had a 
lot of tough cases to deal with, but never any as tough as 
this one. 
11 The trouble all centers around one of my platoon 
sergeanns, Sgt. Cranshaw. Cranshaw is about the best platoon 
sergeant I 1 ve got. He has better control over his men and 
gets more out of them than any of the others. A few weeks 
ago, we came back from six weeks' maneuvers. 
looking forward to a weekend away from camp. 
All of us were 
Anyway, 
Cranshaw asked me for a weekend pass -- said he had something 
important to take care of, but wouldntt say what it was. 
Vell, it so happened that he was supposed to be on weekend 
duty that weekend, and there was nobody to take his place. 
It was a tough break, but I ·field him he couldn't go. He was 
really sore, and said he 1 d go without a pass, but I really 
didntt take him seriously. 
Well, sure enough, he went without a pass. When my 
commanding officer found out about it, he told me to handle 
it, but that he expected me to take stern measures with 
Cranshaw. I really feel pretty badly about Cranshaw I 
sort of feel that it 1 s my fault that he went without a pass 
in the first place •. He really deserved one, and I should 
have arranged it somehow. But rny superior expects me to 
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really discipline him. If I do, though, I 1m afraid that 
Cranshaw will lose all respect f9r me, because he feels 
that it was my fault that he didn't get a pass. The other 
men are all on Cranshaw's side too. ~at I'll probably do 
is to ••..... 11 . 
JOHNNY ROCCO 
IV. 
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"Johnny Rocco really presents a problem for me. Here 
he is, a young lad of' 17, who's already been before me twice 
before f'or criminal offenses, and who is back again a third 
time. The first time, he was here for breaking and enter-
ing into a bakery, the second time f'or stealing from 
automobiles, and now he's here for robbing f'rom a candy store. 
"I have tried hard to understand the boy. I know he 
comes from a poor hom_e and_ that his family has been on the 
welfare for a long ti:me. It is true that his mother has 
tried to take care of htm, but she just has too many other 
children to handle. 
ttMaybe the punishment hasn't been strong enough f'or 
it to do any good to .Johnny. The f'irst time I let him of':f 
with a warning, and the second time I put him on probation, 
and in neither case did it seem to do any good. On the 
other hand, r.wonder if really strong punishment will do any 
good either. He might be the kind of' boy who is just·made 
worse by strong punishment. However, it's his third of'f'ense, 
and the law should require strong punishment. Somet~es, 
though, it makes good sense to carry out the law in a way 
that is best f'or a certain case. Johnny has had a rough 
time of it from the beginning. I don't know. I think the 
punishment will probably be ••••••• n 
lll 
TED JASPERS 
v. 
' nA few weeks ago~ I began t'o realize that it was time 
to start thinking about making out !a will. My business has 
' i 
really grown into something worthwhile over the long period 
of years that Itve had it. Twenty-~ive years ago When I 
started it, it wasn't worth enough :to think about what would 
' 
happen to it when I passed away, but now~ I really have to 
give it some though~. 
' '~ere wouldntt- be anything :to think about, if it 
! 
werentt for Ted. He is the only o~e of my five boy~ that I 
will have to say hasn 1 t turned out iwell. Not only did Ted 
never care about me when he was home, but he didn't even 
I 
care enough about his mother to come to her funeral When she 
died. And now~ ,my other boys tellsf me that he doesn't even 
i 
treat his own wife right. Well, It~e talked~to my other 
i 
boys about how large a share of my ~oney he should get. Two 
i 
of them feel he should either get ~othing or very little, 
! 
because of the way he's acted. My 'third boy feels that he 
should get part of a share, and the! fourth thinks he should 
! 
get a full share. My son who thinks· Ted should get a full 
share points out that maybe Ted isn!'t completely at fault~ 
! 
and that after all, he is my son. 
"Well, I really don't know what to do about this. I 
i 
want to satisfy all of my boys if ] possibly can, but almost 
everyone has a different s<r»lution. i I think I'll give 
him . ...... rr 
BACKGRlUND MATERIAL 
READ TO SUBJECTS FOR 
EACH OF THE FIVE 
STORIES . 
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JIM RANKIN 
I. 
The coach, whom we'll call Ed Donavan, is well known 
throughout the country as ohe o~ the best ~ootball ~0aches 
the country has seen within the past ten years. His experi~ 
ence as a coach has been long and rich. As a player himsel~, 
he had the privilege o~ being trained by a ~amous old-time 
coach. Upon his graduation, he became an athletic instruc-
tor at· a high school. Within a space o~ ~ive years, he 
began to produce teams which were consistent winners. 
~ter that he moved into a job as assistant head 
coach o~ the Dartmouth Bollege ~ootball team. Here he did 
most o~ his work with the back~ield men, and again proved to 
be a master coach. For the past few years, he's been coach 
of the present club. Perhaps part of the reason for his 
success has been the fact that he not.only knows football, 
but he believes in running his clubs in a democratic way. 
FRANK BARro L 
II. 
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Mr. Chase, who is the head of the Board of Directors 
of Walker Merchandise Company, has been with the company for 
many years. His first job with the company was that of a 
stock clerk in 1923. A few years later, he became a sales-
man, and took over one of the smaller tErritories of the 
expanding company. Being a good salesman did not seem to 
come naturally to him, but he was a hard worker, and after 
a while developed a good technique which seemed to serve 
him well. Eventually he b.ecame head salesman, and then 
jumped into an executive position. 
For three years now he b.as held his position as 
chairman of the Board of lS)irectors.. He is well known for 
his attempts to keep both his employees and his fellow board 
members satisfied with the company's sales output. 
··~ 
SGT. CRANSHAW 
III. 
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Captain Raikin has been in the service 12 years 
now. Upon enlisting in 1940, he was assigned as a member of' 
an infantry unit during the war. .A:f.ter basic training, he 
had a chance to go to Officers' Candidate School, but decided 
against it. 
From the years 1942-1944 he held the rank of' corporal 
and was in charge of' an infantry squad of' 12 men. In 1944, 
his platoon se~geant was killed in a bombing raid, and 
Raikin was given the job of platoon sergeant. He held this 
position until the war ended and he was discharged. From 
the years 1946 to 1947 he was a civilian, but then decided 
to return to the service and go to Officers' Candidate 
School. Since that time he has risen rapidly and now holds 
the job of Battery Commander in an artillery outfit. The 
men who are under him know him to be both a stern taskmaster 
who believes strongly in army ~egulations, and also as some-
one who is very concerned for ·the well-being of his men. 
JJI>Ji!NNYT::mxcm o 
IV. 
ll6: 
Judge Remmers has been a city judge now f'or about 12 
years. A middle-aged man with several children of' his own, 
he has always been a hard worker. As a younger man, he was 
known f'or the f'act that he depended upon himself' rather than 
upon his f'amily. Although his f'amily was quite wealthy and 
could easily have sent him through college and law school, 
Remmers nevertheless chose to work during the school year 
and in the summer time in order to make his own way. 
He has always been concerned with youngsters, and 
most of' his time as judge has been spent in juvenile court. 
Those Who know him are aware of' the f'act that he can be 
really f'irm and tough when he thinks it is necessary, but 
understanding as well, when he realizes that understanding 
will help to make decisions easier. 
TED JASPERS 
v. 
ll7 
Mr. Jaspers first came to this country at the turn 
of the century. For a few years he worked as a day laborer, 
but was finally able to get some money together, and so 
decided to open a fruit stand. Within a year, this business 
had failed, and he was back where he had started. 
Jaspers t. marriage seemed to mark a turning point for 
him. Not only did he now have someone to encourage him, but 
his wifets savings were enough to allow hiro to undertake 
another business venture, this time with more success. 
Although the Jaspers have had five children, they 
have always been too concerned with their business to worry 
much about the children. Recently, Mr. Jaspers has tried 
to make up for this by attempting to be more agreeable to 
Whatever suggestions and advice his boys offer. 
MONEY IDTIV.ATION 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
ll.8 
11.9 
OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE 
NAME NDMBER 
-------------------------------
------
l. How would you feel about taking an enjoyable part-time 
job for $.50.per hour? (Check one of the following) 
I -would not 
consider· 
taking it 
I probably 
would not· 
take it 
I might 
take it 
I would 
probably 
take it 
I would 
definitely 
take it 
2. How would you feel about taking an enjoyable part-time 
job for $1.00 per hour? 
I would not 
consider 
taking it 
I probably 
would not 
take it 
I might 
take it 
I would 
probably 
take it 
I vo uld 
definitely 
take it 
3. How would you feel about taking an e:P,·:jg:y.able part-time 
job for $1.50 per hour? 
I -would not 
consider 
taking it 
I probably 
would not 
take it 
I might 
take it 
I would 
probably 
take it 
I vo uld 
definitely 
take it 
4. How much help would an extra $1.00 be to you during the 
next week? 
very little little help some help 
help 
5. Do you now have a part-time job? 
yes no 
much help very much 
help 
(a) If you do, about how much do you earn per week? 
6. How much help would an extra $2.00 be to you during the 
next week? 
ver:y little 
help 
little 
help 
some 
help 
much 
help · 
very much 
help 
7. Do your parents give you an allowance of any kind? 
yes no 
(a) If they do, about how much do they give you per week? 
RATING SCALE USED BY SUBJECTS 
IN EVALUATING TF_E PROBLEM-STORIES 
~0 
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NAME OF JUDGE: 
HIS AUTHORITY (WHAT BE CAN DO): 
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I • JIM RANKIN 
I am 
not at 
all sure 
The coach will probably give Jim: 
One eighth share 
------
Two eights share 
------
~hree eighths of a share 
------
Four eighths of a share 
------
Five eighths of a share 
------
Six eighths of a share 
--------
Seven eighths of' a share 
------
One full share 
-------------------
How sure are you of y0ur answer: 
I am 
a little 
sure 
ram 
somewhat 
sure 
I am 
quite 
s are 
I am 
very very 
sure 
NAME OF JUDGE: 
HIS AUTHORITY (WHAT BE CAN DO): 
l24 
II • FRANK BABDOL 
The punishment Frank receives will be: 
very very mild. __________ _ 
quite mild~------------
somewhat mild 
----------------
a little mild. ______ _ 
a little strong 
·-------
somewhat strong 
-------
quite strang _______________ _ 
very very streng ____________ _ 
How sure are you of your answer? 
I am 
not at 
all sure 
I am 
a little 
sure 
I am 
somewhat 
sure 
I am 
quite 
sure 
I am 
very very 
sure 
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NAJ!IE OF .WDGE: 
HIS AUTHORITY (WHAT BE CAN DO) : 
l26 
III. SGT. CRANSHAW 
The discipline will be: 
very very mild--------~---
quite mild~----------
somewhat mild 
-------
a little mild 
-------
a little strong_ 
somewhat streng 
quite streng 
very very strong 
How sure are you of your answer? 
I am 
not at 
all sure 
I am. 
a little 
sure 
I am 
somewhat 
sure 
I am 
quite 
sure 
I am 
very very 
sure 
l27 
NAME OF JUDGE: 
HIS AUTHORITY (WHAT EE CAN DO): 
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The punishment will be: 
very very mild ____ ~-------
quite mild __________ __ 
somewhat mild ___________ _ 
a little strong ____ 
somewhat strong 
-,-------
quite strong 
very very strong ____________ _ 
How sure are you of your answer? 
I am 
not at 
all sure 
I am 
a little 
sure 
I am 
somewhat 
sure 
I am 
quite 
sure 
I am 
very very 
sure 
l29 
NAME OF JUDGE: 
HIS AUTHORITY (WHAT BE CAN DO) : 
V. TED JASPERS 
Mr. Jaspers will give Ted: 
One eighth share _________ _ 
Two eighths of a share 
------
Three Eighths of a share ____ _ 
Four eighths of a share 
-------
Five eighths of a share 
------
Six eighths of a share 
------
Seven eighths of a share 
-----
One full share 
--------------------
How sure are you of your answer? 
I a.m. 
not at:l. 
all sure 
I a.m. 
a little 
sure 
I arn. 
somewhat 
sure. 
I a.m. 
quite 
sure 
I arn. 
very very 
sure 
131. 
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POST-EXPERIMENTAL RATING SHEET 
USED BY SUBJECTS IN EVALUATING TEE JUDGES 
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RATINGS OF TEE JUDGES. 
DIRECTIONS: Do not write your name or number on this paper. 
This inf'orma·tion is to be kept secret. Make 
your ratings according to the way you really 
f'eel. DON'T WORRY IF YOU FEEL YOUR RATINGS 
ARE TEE SAME FOR EACH QUESTION. 
1. FRIENDLINESS: FIRST ,:~.·.:.; 
-------------------
SECOND 
-------------------
THIRD 
--------------------
FOURTH 
-------------------
FIFTH~-----------------
2. BANK TEE JUDGES IN THE ORDER IN WHICH YOU THINK THEY 
LIKED YOU. 
Put that judge f'irst who liked you best, the judge 
second who liked you second best, etc. 
FIRST 
--------------------
sECOND 
THIRD 
--------------------
FOURTH 
-------------------
FIFTH~-----------------
SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST 
ADMINISTERED IN EXPERIMENT I 
Name ______________ __ Date 
------------------
GILMORE SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST 
In this test you are to finish the sentence rrom the 
suggested word or phrase. Make a good complete sentence but 
do not work too long making it perrect. If' the suggested 
word occurs in the middle of' the line, you may place it 
wherever_you wish in your sentence. The test is not timed 
but it is necessary to keep working in order to finish 
within the session~ Allow about 7 minutes to a page. 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5. 
6. 
7· 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
14 .. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
The best thing that I 
Fellows 
Teachers who 
At home we 
I do not like to be 
The most important thing to me 
I think my f'uture 
rather 
Quizzes and examinations 
I am determined 
The most important influence in my lif'e 
I want to know 
mother 
What pleased me most 
I think that lif'e is 
When I succeed 
What bothers me most 
I am happy when 
I am held baek f'rom doing what I want because 
All my lif'e I 
13.5 
21. When things are against me 
22. What keeps me going 
23. time 
24. If I could only 
25. To me people 
26. When I think of my future 
27. One's Parents 
28. The main driving force in my life 
29. I think that girls 
30. My family 
31. When I am 65 
32. I get tired 
33. It is impossible 
34. pain 
35. I am dependent upon 
36. If I fail 
37. I would like to be 
38. I dream of the time 
39. I try 
40. When I was a child 
41. When I am told keep in my place, I 
42. I really felt gnilty when 
43. When they offered to put me in charge, I 
44• When the other fellows wanted to make me a leader, I 
45. I admire the kind. of person who 
APPENDIX B 
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SPORTS PREFERENCE RECORD 
l38 
NAME ______________________ __ 
AGE ________________________ _ 
PREFERENCE RECOBD 
Your answers to these questions will show how you feel 
I 
about sports activities as compared with other kinds of 
activities. This is not a test. There are no right or 
wrong answers. An answer is right if it is true for you. 
You will find that the activities are listed in groups 
of two. Read over the two activities in each group. Decide 
which of the two you like better. Show your choice by 
underlining the activity you pick. Be sure to make a chGice 
in every group. If you feel that some of the activities 
would require you to have special training, you are to 
assume in an,swering the questions that you could first 
have this training. 
EXAMPLE 
(a) Collect autographs 
(b) Collect stamps 
Here, the person has shown that he prefers to collect stamps. 
1. Play a game of baseball 
Go to the movies 
2. Read a mystery story 
Read a sports story 
3. Watch a basketball game on television 
Watch a science demonstration on television 
4. Receive a ticket to a football game 
Receive a ticket to an automobile show 
f5. Go iee skating 
Go to the library 
7. Be a sports instructor 
Be a manual arts instructor 
8. Play basketball 
Go to the movies 
9. Be introduced to a profess.ional baseball player 
Be introduced to a military general 
10. Play a game of baseball 
Play a game of checkers 
11. Be the captain of a baseball team 
Be the president of a school.club 
12. Collect autographs of sports stars. 
Collect rare coins 
13. Play on the sehool football team 
Play in the school band 
14. Collect pictures of airplanes 
Collect pictures of sports stars 
139 
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15. Be a jet pilot 
Be a pitcher ·'for :bhe Red Sox 
16,. Spend an afternoon doing a chemical experiment 
Spend an afternoon playing football 
17. Receive hitting instruction from an expert baseball 
hitter 
Receive instruction in magic tricks from an expert 
magician 
18. Teach team sports to younger fellows at a summer eamp 
Teaeh handicraft to younger fellows at a summer camp 
19. Visit a professional baseball team's spring training 
camp 
Visit a Hollywood movie studio 
20. Build a model airplane 
Play a game of hockey 
21. Be a famous boxer 
Be a famous comedian 
22. Be editor of the school magazine 
Be captain of the school basketball team 
23. Be a sports photographer 
Be a movie photographer 
24. Have an older brother Who is a professional baseball 
star 
Have an older brother who is a television star 
l41. 
INFERIORITY SCALE 
l42 
NAME: 
--------------------------
AGE: 
----
QUESTIONNAIRE OF PERSONAL FEELINGS 
This is not an intelligence test or information test. 
There are no right or wrong answers. An answer is right i~ 
it is true ~or you. You can be sure that, whatever your 
feelings may be in a certain question, there will be many 
people who ~eel like you do, and many who will not. In 
answering the questions, note the following p9ints: 
(a) RR~atl each statement care~ully, and mark it 
according to your first reaction. It is not necessary 
to take a lot of time for any one question. 
(b) Show your answer to each question by placing a 
circle in one of the four columns at the le~t o~ the 
question, according to the following scale. 
SA 'Shows th.a. t you agree that the statement 
describes you to a strong degree. 
A Shows that you agr~ that the statement 
describes you somewhat. 
D Shows that you feel you are somewhat the 
opposite of the statement. 
SD Shows that you ~eel you are strongly the 
opposite of the statement. 
EXAMPLE: 
SA @ D SD Am in good physical health. 
(Here A is circled, showing that the person agrees 
that he is in good physical health.) 
(c) Check through all the questions after you have 
finished and make a circle around any word or state-
ment you do not understand. MAKE SURE YOU RAVE 
ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION. 
SA A D SD 1. Know what I want; hardly ever in doubt. 
SA A D SD 2. Feel at ease .when in a group. 
SA A D SD 3. Take things hard when they do not go as I 
hoped they would. 
SA. A D SB 4· Think about the way I feel and the things 
I like and dislike. 
SA A D SD 5. Blame myself when things go wrong. 
SA A D SD 6. Often feel that something I have said or 
done has hurt someone's feelings. 
SA A D SD 7. Find it hard to ask others for favors. 
SA A D SD 8. Feel that other people appreciate me. 
SA A D SD 9. Put off doing things I think are important. 
SA A D SD 10. Often feel blue. 
SA A D SD 11. Feel lonely and alone in the world at 
times. 
SA A D SD 12. Feel I am unable to do well in anything 
I try. 
SA A D SD 13. Pay a lot of attention to small things 
that happen that may be connected with me. 
SA A D SD 14. Worry a lot about small mistakes I have 
made. 
SA A D SD 15. Often afraid that others are going to 
blame me for something. 
SA A D SD 16. Worry about whether other people like me. 
SA A D SD 17. Find it hard to believe compliments given 
me by others. 
l44 
SA A D SD 18. Daydream a lot. 
SA A D SD l9. Feelings easily hurt. 
SA A D SD ?20. Have a secret goal or ambition. 
SA A D SD 21. Worry about whether I can succeed in the 
things I want most to be good at. 
SA A D SD 22. Compare my own strong and weak points 
with those o~ other people. 
SA A D SD 23. Am satisfied with my program and the 
things I have achieved up to the present 
time. 
SA A D SD 24. O~ten blush or ~eel embarrassed when with 
other people. 
SA A D SD 2.5. Am o~ten thinking and imagining what my 
li~e will be like in the ~uture. 
SA A D ·SD 26. Feel sorry ~or many things I have done 
in the past. 
SA A D SD 27. Feel embarrassed when I think o~ some 
things that have happened and mistakes 
I have made in the past. 
SA A D SD 28. When I am punished or criticized, ~ind 
it hard to get over it. 
SA A D SD 29. Like to have my abilities put to the 
test. 
SA A D SD 30. Sometimes ~eel that everything I do is 
useless. 
SCALE OF ATTITUDES TOWARD FATHER'S 
DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 
l45 
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NAME AGE ___ _ 
OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE 
The purpose of the following questions is to find 
out how both your father and you feel about certain things. 
In answering the questions, follow these instructions: 
(a) Read each question, and then show how you think 
your ~~ would answer it, by making a circle, 
(0) around one of the four choices given next to 
the question. Use the following key to show 
what his answer would be: 
SA---shows that he would strongly agree 
with the statement as it is given. 
A----shows that he would agree somewhat 
with the statement as it is given. 
D----shows that he would disagree somewhat 
with the statement as it is given. 
SD---shows that he would strongly disagree 
with the statement as it is given. 
Answer all the questions in the manner that you think your 
father would answer them. 
(b) After you have done this, go over the questions 
EXAMPLE: 
a second time. This time answer them according 
to the way you yourself feel about each one. 
Show your answer by making a triangle ( 4) 
around the choice you make. 
BA. A D SD Boys should take part in many sports. 
(Here, the person who has answered the question thinks 
his father would strongly agree, and he himself would 
strongly agree.) 
SA A D SD 1. Boys have the right to play with whomever 
they like. 
SA A. D SD 2. A boy should have striet discipline in 
order to develop a fine, strong 
character. 
SA A D SD 3. A boy should be taught that his parents 
always know what is best. 
SA A D SD 4· Parents should never enter a boy•s· room 
without permission. 
SA A D SD 5. A boy should always believe what his 
father tells him. 
SA A D SD 6. Boys need some of the natural meanness 
taken out of them. 
SA A D SD 7 .. Strong discipline is necessary in the 
training of boys. 
SA A D SD 8. No b·oy should ever set his will against 
that of his parents. 
SA A D SD 9. It is wicked for boys to.disobey their 
parents. 
SA. A D SD 10. Strong discipline weakens a boy's 
character. 
SA A D SD 11. Parents shollld never try to break a 
boy's will. 
SA A D SD 12. Boys should not be reqllired to take 
orders from parents. 
SA A D SD 13. Boys should be allowed to choose their 
own religiol.ls beliefs. 
SA A D SD 14. It is sometimes necessary for the parent 
to break a boy's will. 
SA A D SD 15. Boys resent discipline. 
SA A D SD 16. When the parent speaks, a son should obey. 
SA A D SD 17. Mild discipline is best. 
SA. A D SD 18. Most boys shollld have more discipline 
than they get. 
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SA A D SD 19. A boy should do what he is told to do, 
without stopping to argue about it. 
SA A D SD 20. Boys should fear their parents to 
some degree. 
SA A D SD 21. Boys should lb>e a~iDwed to make only 
small decisions for themselves. 
SA A D SD 22. A boy should always accept the decision 
or his parents. 
SA A D SD 23. Parents should always have complete 
control over the actions of thei.r sons. 
SA A D SD 24. Boys should accept the religion of their 
parents without question. 
SA A D SD 25. The boy should not question the command 
of his parents. 
SA A D SD 26. Boys should not be punished for doing 
anything they have seen their parents do. 
SA A D SD 27. A boy should be punished for speaking 
out against his parents. 
SA. A D SD 28. Boys· should have lots of parental 
supervision. 
SA A D SD 29. Boys should usually be allowed to have 
their own way. 
SA A D SD 30. Boys should not be coaxed or petted 
into obedience. 
SA A D SD 31. A good whipping now and then never hurt 
any boy. 
SA A D SD 32. It is best to give a boy the impression 
that parents have no faults. 
SA A D SD 33· Boys should give their parents unques-
tioning obedience. 
SA A D SD 34· Boys should do nothing without the 
consent of their parents. 
SPORTS Q,UESTI ONS ANSWERED 
ORALLY BY SUBJECTS 
1.49 
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SPORTS QUESTIONS ANSWERED ORALLY BY SUBJECTS 
1. Which position is most important on a baseball team? 
Why? 
/ 
2~ If you were choosing the captain for your baseball 
team, would you choose (1) the best player, (2) the 
best-liked fellow, or (3) the oldest fellow? Why? 
3. Do you think a good player on a school team should 
ever be removed in order to give a substitute a 
chance for experience, even though this might make 
it harder for the team to win? Why? 
4· Which do you think it is more important for a base-
ball team to have; goqdupitchers or good hitters? 
Why? 
5. Which position ori a football team is harder to be 
good at (1) center, (2) halfback? Why? 
6. If you were a member of a football team and the 
referee called what you thought was an unfair 
penalty, would you (1) complain to the referee your-
self; (2) keep quiet and try to forget it; (or (3) 
speak to your coach about it? Why? 
7. Which one of these three qualities would you say is 
most important for a good.football player to have: 
(1) speech; (2) brains, or (3) power? Why? 
8. If you were the coach of a basketball team would 
you substitute players often or depend mostly on 
your first team? Why? 
9. Which position on a football team do you feel is 
most important? Why? 
POST-EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONS 
(A sample rating sheet for 
assessing the judges) 
. 15l 
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YOUR RATINGS OF MR. CLARK 
These ratings are to be kept secret, so do not write 
your name on this sheet. Show your answer to each question 
by making a check mark after the phrase which best describes 
your feelings. Be sure you answer every question, and that 
you give your true feelings for each question. 
1. How do you think Mr. Clark would be as a classroom 
teacher? 
He would be a really terrible teacher. 
He would be a very poor teacher. 
He would be a fair teacher. 
He would be a good teacher. 
He would be a very good teacher. 
He would be a really excellent teacher. 
2. How do yeu think Mr. Clark would be as a sports coach? 
He would be a really excellent coach. 
He would be a good coach. 
He would be a fair coach. 
He would be a poor coach. 
He would be a very poor coach. 
He would be a really terrible coach. 
3· Do you think Mr. Clark is a friendly or an unfriendly 
sort of person? 
He is an extremely unfriendly person. __________ __ 
He is a very unfriendly person. 
He is just a little unf'riendly as a person. 
He is just a little f'riendly as a person. 
He is a fairly friendly person. 
He is an extremely f'riendly person. 
4· Of all the fellows Mr. Clark has met, how do you think he 
:felt about you? 
He liked me the most. ________ __ 
He liked me a whole lot. 
-----
He liked me :fairly well·----~----
He liked me a little bit. _______ _ 
He disliked me a little bit. ____ _ 
He disliked me :fairly :much. 
He disliked me a whole lot. 
He disliked me the most. 
5. How do you think Mr. Clark did his job? 
He did the worst job. 
He did a very poor job. 
He did a :fair job. 
He did a good job. 
He did a very good job. 
He did the best job. 
6. How do you think the other two judges :feel about Mr. 
Clark? 
They like him best. ______ __ 
They like him a whole lot. _______ _ 
They like h~ fairly well. 
----
They like him just a little bit. ______ _ 
They dislike him just a little bit. 
----
They dislike him fairly much. 
They dislike him a whole lot. 
They dislike him the worst. 
How do you think Mr. Clark would be:·· as a father? 
He would be a really excellent father. ____ __ 
He would be a very good father. 
He would be a good father. 
------
He would be a fair father. 
------
He would be a poor father. __________ __ 
He would be a very poor father. ______ _ 
He would be a really terrible father. 
------
8. Is Mr. Clark a warm or a cold person? 
He is an extremely warm person. ______ _ 
He is a very warm person. 
He is a fairly warm person. 
He is just a little warm as a person. 
He is just a little cold as a person. 
He is a fairly cold person. 
He is a very cold person·----~-----
He is an extremely cold person. ___ _ 
9. How do you and Mr. Clark compare? 
He is almost exactly like me. _____ _ 
l55 
He is a whole lot like me. 
He is fairly mueh like me. 
----
He is just a little like me. 
-----
He is just a little different from me. 
He is fairly different from me. 
He is a whole lot different from me. 
He is almost the opposite from me. 
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ABSTRACT 
Within the present research rramework, some important 
determinants of an individual's responses to various types or 
power figures h~v~ been studied. On the basis of the Lewinian 
the·sis that individual behavior is a product or the interaction 
between environmental and personality determinants, both these 
classes of variables were include<i in the investigation. 
In the pr~sent research, power was ~efined as the 
ability of one person to reward or punish another person in a 
particular situation. However, it was theorized that the 
specific type of power poss.essed by a given power figure, i.e., 
power to reward or power to panish, would influence an indi-
vidual's responses to that power figore. In a preliminary 
study designed to test this generalization,. an experimental 
situation was created in which subjects interacted with five 
power .figures. The power figures consisted of a high reward-
ing figure, a low rewarder, a neutral :fig'IU'e, a low punisher, 
and a high punisher. The comparative amount of inf'luence 
able to be exerted by each type of power .figure upon the 
subject was studied by having the subject solve ambiguous 
problems both before and after the power figures. had made 
saggestions regarding the correct solutions. Solutions were 
ofi'ered by the subjects both immediately after the power fig-
ures he.d made their suggestions and again one week later. 
Results of the preliminary study showed that the 
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rewarding figures were rated more favorably than the neutral 
of punishi.Jlg figares. Contrary to expectations, when the 
subjects solved the problems a week after the power figures 
had given their sugg~ stions, it was found that the nent·ral 
figure exerted more influence than did either the rewarding 
or punishing figures. 
Since the type and amount of power possessed by the 
power figures were not sufficient to account for some oi: the 
data derived from the preliminary study, a second experiment 
was conducted in which certain individual personality charac-
teristics of' the st.Xbject were more systematically taken into 
account as determinants of ·his responses to the power figures •. 
The individual's degree of agreeme~t with his father's disci-
' . 
pl.inary procedures was chosen as the major variable for . 
further investigation. An additional.· variable whose effects 
were also studied was the individual' 8 manif'.est inferiority 
feelings. .Power was induced differently in the second study 
from the way it had been .induced in the first study. Instead 
of having the powerfigures control the subject by giving 
them the power to give or take awaymoney from the subject, 
the power figures.were now given varying types of control in 
evaluating the subject's performance on.a task, the results 
of which would supposedly be reported to the subject's 
principal. and teachers •. 
In addition to the prediction made in the i'irst study 
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to the effect that the rewarding figure would be rated more 
.favorably than either the neutral or punishing figure, pre-
dictiens involving the two personality variables were also 
made. It was predicted the. t those wh'o showed most agreement 
with their .fathers' perceived disciplinary procedures woulci 
rate the power figures more favorably than ~ould those who 
showed least agreement with their fathers' disciplinary 
methods. An ancillary prediction also included was that 
those of moderate inferiority would rate the power .figures 
differently .from the ratings given them by subjects high on 
the inferior! ty scale.· 
In order to test these predictions, .fifty subjects 
who had been selected .from a larger population of the basis 
of. strong interest in sports and either high or low agree-
ment with t~eir .fathers' disciplinary procedures were ~tar­
viewed one at a time by three judges who asked them questions 
about sports. Prior to the interview,, st1bjects were told 
that the PUrROSe o.f the interview was to determine their 
knowledge of sports and to observe their behavior ia an oral 
examine. tion setting. Variations in the type of power 
possessed by each judge were induced by instructing each 
subject that in assessing his interview performance, one 
judge could only give point.s, another could only take them. 
away, whereas the third judge could oniy make suggestions 
to the .first two. Results of the assessment were to be 
reperted to the subject's principal and teachers. After the 
subject had left the interview situation, he rated each judge 
on nine questions covering six perceptual dimensions. 
The experimental design of this study included a 
number of important contrel procedures. These were instituted 
for the purpose of taking into aeceunt (a} possible differences 
in t.be wa,-s that tae various judges assruned the power reles, 
(b) dif'.fe.rences in the comments to the subjects made by the 
judges, (c) dif.ferences in the aif:fieulty o.f the sports 
questions asked by the judges, (d) subjects' possible dif:fi-
culties in ability to recall all o:f the judges with equal 
clarity. In erder to make certain that the subjects actually 
knew what the power differences among. the judges were, each 
subject was required to recall correctly the type of power 
possessed by each judge be:fore he was allowed to enter the 
experimental room. ln addition, the subject was allowed to 
carry with him into the experimental room a sheet of instruc-
tions specifying the type o:f power passes sed .. by each judge. 
Analysis of the da.ta in te·rms of the· subjects' degree 
of agreement with their fathers' disciplinary procedures 
showed that those .who were low .in agreement wi.th father 
demonstrated a greater tendency than those high in 
agreement with father.to.rate the rewarder more faverably 
than the neu.tral or punishing :figure. In addition, the lo:w 
agreement group was more respensive than was the high 
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agreement group to differences in the ways tb.a.t various 
judges assumed the same power role. It was also found that 
those low in agreement with fatmer showed less awareness of 
differences in power figures' job perfor.maacea and more 
awareness of differences in power figures' personal eharae-
teristies than did those p.igh in agreement with father. 
Al the>Ugh in meed of further corroboration, there were 
some findings that suggested a relationship between t~e extent 
of an individual's manifest inferiority feelings and his 
reactions to power figures. Individuals of moderate manifest 
inferiority feelings showed a tendency to rate the power fig-
ures more favorably than did individuals high in manifest 
inferiority feelings. 
A primary conclusion of the present research is tllat 
some anderstanding of E;.n individual' a. rela.tion.arutp with his 
father is useful in comprehending his responses to other 
authority figures. It has been clearly shown that the 
individual's relationship with his father is an important 
deter.minant of the extent to which he is aware (a) of diff-
erences in the way in whieh various power figures assame the 
same rele and (b) of power gradations among different role 
occl'lpants. It is also a determinant of the relative amount 
ei' attention he pays to the power figure's job performance 
and personal characteristics. However, it must also be 
recognized that the reality attributes o'£ the power figures 
' 
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